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Sardar Taranjit Singh 

Message from the Chancellor of JIS University 

This year’s Annual Report reflects upon the traditions we build and share together at 

the JIS University. All the activities of the University chronicled herein is reflection of its 

pursuit of excellence and making a difference in lives of the students in particular and 

community at large. We are aware of the needs of our country to make her a knowledge 

based super power in the next decade or two. With this in view, we have stepped in to 

meet the present day academic milieu for the student community. The idea is to create 

opportunities in various fields by incorporating latest specialties of learning, which would 

cater to the critical needs of the industry and economy. We foresee a close interaction 

among the universities, industries, business houses and association in modelling the 

content and skills. This will make education more and more vocational and skill based. 

This will surely result in better employability and greater productivity ultimately 

contributing to the nation's economy. The latest advances in technology and 

communication have provided a great impetus in designing and delivering innovative 

ways of learning. Virtual educations have been a boon in enlisting thousands of hitherto 

wasted human potential into useful, skilful, employable citizens. 

 

I congratulate all the faculty members, staff and the students for a splendid year and wish 

you an even better year ahead. 

 

Mr. Taranjit Singh 

Chancellor 

JIS University  
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  Message from the Vice-Chancellor 

"Education is progress of the individual, organization and the country. Education leads 

to action. Knowledge without action is useless and irrelevant. “Knowledge with action, 

converts adversity into prosperity". 

JIS University offers value added courses that will integrate in the students the desire to 

challenge the limits that others or the students would set for themselves. An ambience 

that is pitched in with high energy and fuelled by the thought to “be unique” be it 

individually, academically or socially is created in the University. 

JIS University provides the students an opportunity to experience a diverse student 

culture, equally competent and knowledgeable faculty, a superlative library, good 

sporting facilities and an environment that will give them the liberty to develop and 

nurture their extracurricular and co curricular talents. 

JIS University is committed to have a distinctive obligation to fulfil the deep human 

desire of self-realization and actualization. Efforts are made to harvest new 

technologies from knowledge in its most basic form. The University is committed to 

bring research oriented knowledge and to trigger curiosity in the minds of its scholars 

that would bring evolutionary and revolutionary changes in the way it is perceived.  

JIS University welcomes the students to weave their learning as a blend of cultures 

where diversity is personified. It is about understanding the world not only through 

invention and discovery, but also through the rigors of re-inventing, re-examining, and 

reconsidering. The interpersonal relationship that is forged among the faculty, the 

scholars and with the fellow students is what is counted as an opportunity to build the 

future world with almost perfect understanding. 

 

Prof. B.C. Mal 

Vice Chancellor 
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Message from the Pro Vice-Chancellor 

It’s a matter of immense pleasure for me to be a part of JIS University, and more 

specifically to be a member of the JIS group. The last two decades have seen a 

remarkable growth in higher education in India and across the globe. The move 

towards inter-disciplinary studies and interactive learning have opened up several 

options as well as created multiple challenges simultaneously. With the tremendous 

growth of privatization of education in India, our main object is now to create a 

platform for quality in knowledge enhancement and bridging the gap between 

academia and industry. University is basically a ‘temple of learning’ that stands on 

four pillars: Teaching, Research, Consultancy and Innovation. With firm faith in the 

saying, “Intelligence plus character –that is the goal of education” (Martin Luther 

King, Jr.), I strongly believe JIS University is approaching towards the right direction, 

providing a holistic education to the future generation and playing a positive role in 

nation building.  

Our university has highly qualified faculty in their respective fields of expertise. Our 

faculty members have been able to publish good quality papers in high impact 

journals. There is always an active interaction between the faculties and students in 

the campus. In recent years our university has entered into collaboration with many 

prominent industries to minimize the gap between industry and University. Regular 

visits to industries and mandatory internship with industries have helped our students 

to be skilled with relevant to industry requirements. Today, the main objective of our 

University is to provide higher education of global standards and accordingly all the 

programs we have designed to meet international standards of high repute.  

 

Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya 

Pro Vice Chancellor 
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Preamble 
JIS University was established through the Legislative Act of the Government of West 

Bengal, viz., JIS University Act, 2014 (West Bengal Act XXII of 2014). The Act came 

into force vide Government of West Bengal Notification No. 86-Edn (U)/OM-4L/2013 

dared 3rd February, 2015. 

The University has broadly organized its activities under the following divisions: 

Academics, Research, Training and Lifelong Learning. The University has been 

established for imparting Training, Skills Development and Lifelong Learning programs, 

Industrial Research & Consultancy for various organizations. 

The vision of the University is to become a world leader by establishing centre of 

excellence in the fields of higher education, research, entrepreneurship and skill 

development. 

The mission of the University is to prepare quality human resource with knowledge and 

develop innovative and ethical future leaders capable of managing institutions and 

transformation in a globally competitive environment. The University is designed as a 

comprehensive, multidisciplinary, research-focused and student-centric university, which 

is unique in the country. The University is envisaged to be an enduring global center of 

excellence in higher education, which is anchored in research & innovation, driven by an 

outstanding faculty, supported by national & international academic partnerships. After a 

remarkable beginning, and a phenomenal growth in the first few years, the University can 

now boast of a truly multidisciplinary character, and in this setting, the academic programs 

have started flourishing on progressive inter disciplinary and research-led learning. 

The curriculum at the JIS University has a broad-based common core with the flexibility 

to allow students to explore for enhanced breadth of learning and engagement, and the 

students then acquire the depth in a major subject of their choice. Not only the curriculum, 

but the teaching-learning process followed at the University is forward-looking. A major 

component of the University is to actively engage faculty and students in the process of 

creating knowledge, not just disseminating it. Research is an integral part of the pedagogy 

at the University where the students learn by doing new innovative projects. All students 

are admitted on merit through a rigorous admission process conducted by the University. 

The University facilitates research, scholarly and creative endeavors that contribute to the 

creation of new knowledge at the frontiers of specialized areas as well as at the interface of 

diverse disciplines. There have been many distinguished visitors and seminar speakers on 

our campus. 

The University has constituted Ethics Committee, which is required to review and approve 

all types of research proposals involving human participants, looking into the aspects of 

informed consent process, distribution of burden, etc. before the start of any such study as 

well as monitor the research till completion. 

The students’ learning extends beyond the classrooms. The students are engaged in 

various activities like fest, annual get together and cultural programs. The curricula 

underscore experiential and applied learning. The University is creating a network of 

sustained external engagement involving internships, service learning projects, and an 

innovative ‘Mentorship Program’ through which our students are mentored by leaders in 
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industry, government and civil society organizations. 

The University has generated tremendous momentum for advancement on an accelerated 

path towards all-round excellence. It is the collective effort of the faculty, administrative 

staff, students and Advisors that will get closer to achieving the dream. 

Core Institutional Values depend on the followings: 

• Academic Excellence 

• Honesty 

• Integrity 

• Creativity 

• Transparency 

• Responsive to social needs 

• Diversity with synergy 

The Guiding Principles of JIS University are governed by the following objectives: 

• Every entity deserves respect; responsiveness; fairness and transparency are keys to it. 

• Role of an academic institution is to enable free exchange of knowledge. 

• True education promotes the spirit of enquiry. 

• Nurturing of talent and promotion of creativity are must for achieving excellence. 

• Learning is a lifelong process. 

• Examination and evaluation processes are tools to enable better learning, not the ends. 

• Every effort should be made to help taking the benefit of technology to the poor and 

underprivileged. 

• Rural development is must for balanced development of the nation. 

• Protection of the environment must get priority. 

The University relies on high-level objectives that provide a clear direction for day-to-day 

operations, actions and initiatives. JIS University is dedicated to continuing to improve its 

operational efficiency and effectiveness while maintaining or enhancing the student 

experience and faculty performance. This is necessary to achieve core mission and ensure 

that education and certificates of JIS University are affordable. 

Curriculum is outcomes-focused, cantering on real-world and relevant learning activities 

to prepare students to meet their professional life goals. Courses are intensive and 

interactive in nature to allow the learner to focus on achievement of the learning 

objectives, and to progress through a program in a time-efficient manner. The latest 

advances in technology provide brand new ways to motivate, engage and empower 

students to achieve academic success, and the University has been a leader in bringing 

these multifaceted learning tools to working adult students. 

JIS University is established with a view to providing not only world class education but 

also a world of opportunities to the students. The main idea behind establishment of JIS 

University is to create an atmosphere whereby the full potential of the students studying in 

the University can be utilized and improved. To that end JIS University is always in search 

of stimulating courses and the faculty members of JIS University always go out of their 

way to include such pedagogical methods in their classes so that the students are always 

motivated to do better than the previous time. 
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JIS University offers a host of academic as well as technical and professional courses and 

programs and as such the curriculum at JIS University is always updated to ensure that it 

keeps pace with the prevailing standards in the University. Efforts are made to offer good 

jobs to the students after finishing their courses. In one word, the education offered at JIS 

is all-round education. 

 

Values and Principles  

Followings are the values and principles of the University: 

1. Research, scholarship, and creative activity as fundamental sources of new knowledge, 

contributions to the betterment of society and expressions of the human spirit  

2. Pursuit of academic excellence with integrity in an environment of collaboration, 

collegiality, and civility  

3. Freedom of inquiry and creation of an intellectual environment conducive to free, open, 

and respectful exchange of ideas    

4. Recognition and respect for the diversity of people and ideas, a rational spirit of 

inclusiveness, a global perspective, and a sense of community as essential conditions for 

campus life  

5. Environmental consciousness, sustainability, and prudent management of natural resources 

as central tenets of the construction and operation of the university  

6. Commitment to social justice and public service as the foundation of individual, 

educational, social and economic development  

7. Engaged teaching and learning based on dialogue, student involvement, and experiential 

learning  

8. Responsible stewardship and thoughtful reflection, collaboration, planning, and evaluation 

as essential for meeting the changing needs of India and the global community  

9. Cultivation of character and the modelling of honesty, integrity, compassion, fairness, 

respect, and ethical behaviour, both in the classroom and beyond. 

 

Joining of New Academicians in the University 

Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya  

Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya joined the JIS University as Pro-vice-Chancellor in February 

2019. He received his PhD from the Department of Physics, University of Calcutta, India, 

and post doc from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, USA. He is a life Fellow of the Institute of Electronics and 

Telecommunication Engineers. He worked in close collaboration with leading laboratories 

such as Earth, Atmosphere and Planetary Sciences of MIT, Milestone Hill Observatory, 

Haystack. He has successfully guided 24 PhD students. He is a member and reviewer of 

many scientific National and International Journals. He has published a number of books, 

Monographs, papers and Book Chapters. His field of work has been in Antenna, 

Astronomical Radio Spectrograph, Solar Terrestrial Physics and Remote Sensing. 
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Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray 

Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray joined as the Director in JIS Institute of Advanced Studies and 

Research (JISIASR) under JIS University in March 2019. Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray joined 

Bengal Engineering and Science University, Shibpur as its Vice Chancellor in 2009. Prior 

to this assignment he was a Professor of Electronics and Electrical Communication 

Engineering and Head, School of Medical Science and Technology at IIT Kharagpur. Prof. 

Ray had his Bachelor’s degree from Bengal Engineering College, Shibpur, followed by 

M.Tech and Ph.D from Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering 

Department of IIT Kharagpur. He joined IIT Kharagpur as a Faculty in 1980. Prof. Ray 

has co-authored about 115 research papers in International journals and Conferences. He 

has authored five books published by International Publishing Houses, such as John 

Wiley, Tata McGraw Hill, Prentice Hall of India and Taylor and Francis Publication, 

including one in Chinese. Prof. Ray is the Fellow and Member of many professional 

bodies and is involved with a large number of Universities in their academic bodies. He 

has been serving as a member of the working committee of National Planning 

Commission on ‘Technical Education’. He was associated with Nehru Museum of Science 

and Technology, IIT Kharagpur as the Secretary and Chairman from 1991 to 2006. 

 

Approval of Regulatory Bodies 

1. The LLB and BBA-LLB Courses being run by the University are approved by the Bar 

Council of India vide its letter no. BCI: D: 1558/2015 (LE) of 04.08.2015. 

2. The All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) accorded its approval on April 10, 

2018 for running engineering courses; management courses and pharmaceutical 

technology vide its Letters Eastern /2018-19/1-3675704111, Eastern /2018-19/1-

3760430631, Eastern /2018-19/1-3676121041 respectively. 

3. The Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) accorded its approval for starting B. Pharm course 

vide its Letter No. 32-1240/2017-PCI/20700-02 of 13.06.2017 

4. The National Council for Teachers’ Education (NCTE) accorded its approval for starting 

B. Ed. Course, vide its Letter No. ER-237.6.28(Part-2)/ERCAPP3447/B.Ed./2017/53041 

of 02.05.2017 

The integrated BBA-LLB program is aimed at training corporate lawyers who understand 

the intestacies of business along with the law governing the same. Special understanding 

of the business law such as banking, corporate laws, taxation, competition, investment, 

insurance, merger and acquisitions are imparted through this course. LLB Course has been 

recognized and approved by the Bar Council of India (BCI). 

The department of Pharmaceutical Technology was established in 2016 at JIS University 

Campus to provide undergraduate education. The B. Pharm course in JIS University has 

been approved by the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI). 

The main aim of JIS University’s B.Ed. curriculum is to provide hands on experience to 

teacher trainees on accessing and processing information in improving the method of 

teaching and learning. The course is designed to inculcate ethics, values and modernity in 

students and to give them an opportunity to apply those values to move ahead and make a 
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mark. The B.Ed. course has been approved by the National Council for Teachers’ 

Education (NCTE). 

 

University Governance 

The Governance of the University rests with the Board of Governors who determines the 

major policy matters and set the vision for the University’s growth and development plans. 

The day-to-day management of the University rests with different bodies as per the Act of 

the University. Three meetings of Board of Governors were held during this academic 

session. 

 

Board of Governors 

In accordance with the Act, the Board of Governors is the principal governing and 

policymaking Body of the University. 

 

The list of the Members of the Board of Governors is given in the Table below.   

Sl. 

No. 

Name Designation Photograph 

1 Sardar Taranjit Singh Chancellor & Chairman of GB  

 

2 Prof. Bimal Chandra Mal Vice Chancellor, JIS University 

 

3 Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya Pro Vice Chancellor, JIS University 

 

4 Prof. T. K. Chatterjee Professor and Dean, JIS University 

 

5 Prof. R. K. Shevgaonkar Former Director, IIT Delhi, Vice 

Chancellor, Bennett University, 

Noida 

 

6 Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray, 

Padmashree 

Former Director, IIEST Shibpur, 

Former Professor, IIT Kharagpur 
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7 Justice Pranab Kumar 

Chattopadhyay 

Former Justice Calcutta High Court, 

Chairman, WB State Law 

Commission 

 

8 Mr. K. D. Diwan Former Chairman cum Managing 

Director, Hindustan Copper Limited 

 

9 Dr. Bikash Sinha Former Homi Bhabha Professor, 

DAE. Former Director, Saha Institute 

of Nuclear Physics & Variable 

Energy Cyclotron Centre, Kolkata  
 

10 Rev. Fr. Dr. John Felix Raj, 

Sj 

Vice Chancellor, St Xavier’s 

University, Kolkata 

 
11 Dr. Abhijit Sengupta Director, Guru Nanak Institute of 

Pharmaceutical Technology, Panihati 

 

12 Mr. Jahawar Sircar Former Cultural Secretary, GOI 

 

13 Dr. Santwana Chowdhury IIM Kolkata (Retd) 

 

14 Mr. Somnath Chatterjee CEO, Webel Technologies Ltd. 

 

15 Mr. R. Bandyopadhyay Former Secretary Ministry of 

Corporate Affairs, GOI 

 

16 Mr. Haranjit Singh Kolkata, Trustee Member 
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17 Mr. Amrik Singh Kolkata, Trustee Member 

 

18 Mr. Simarpreet Singh Director, JIS Group and Trustee 

Member 

 

19 Mr. Vishal Ghai (Member 

Secretary) 

Registrar, JIS University 

 

 

 

Academic Council of the University 

All academic programs of the University, which include starting of new programs, framing 

and modifications of Syllabi, Examination, Evaluation systems, Academic Calendar, 

Regulations for award of Ph.D. Degrees etc. are approved by the Academic Council of the 

University. The Academic Council meetings were held at regular intervals for discussing the 

academic related matters of the University. List of the Members of the Council is presented 

below.  

 

 

 

Sl. 

No. 

Name Designation Photograph 

1 Dr. B. C. Mal Vice Chancellor and Chairman   

 

2 Dr. A. B. Bhattacharya Pro Vice Chancellor 

 

2 Dr. Phalguni Gupta Director, NITTTR, Kolkata 
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3 Dr. K. K.  Chaudhury Professor, Heritage School of 

Management 

 

4 Prof. T. K. Chatterjee Professor and Dean 

 

5 Mr.  Anirban Chatterjee  

 

Technical Director, Infrastructure 

and Govt. Services KPMG 

Advisory Services Pvt  Ltd 

 

6 

Mr. Indranil Sarker  

Principal Consultant , Tata 

Consultancy Services Ltd  

7 Dr. Abhijit Sengupta Principal and director, GNIPST 

 

8 Dr. Himangshu Sekhar Maji JISU, Pharmaceutical Technology 

 

9 Dr. Shibnath Banerjee JISU, Business Management 

 

10 Dr. Atanu Kotal JISU, Chemistry 

 

11 Dr. Rina Bhattacharya JISU, Physics 

 

11 Prof. Xavier Gomes JISU, Hotel Management 
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12 Dr. Souvik Chatterji JISU, Juridical Sciences 

 

13 Dr. Manua Banerjee JISU, Earth Science 

 

14 Dr. M. Mukhopadhyay JISU, Biotechnology 

 

15 Dr. S. R. Samanta JISU, Education 

 

16 Dr. Sanhita Banerjee Chattaraj JISU, Mathematics  

 

17 Computer Science and 

Engineering 

Dr. Saikat Maity 

 

18 Dr. R. R. Paul JISU, Oral & Dental Sciences  

 

19 Mr. Vishal Ghai Registrar, Ex-officio Secretary 

 

20 Mr. Sanjay Mandal Assistant Librarian 

 

21 Dr. T. K. Saha JISU, Controller of Examinations 

and Director (Affairs) 
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Head of the Departments 

At present, there are 12 Departments in the University. Each Department is run by the senior 

most teachers as Head of the Department. List of the Head of the Departments is presented in 

the following Table:  

Sl. 

No. 

Department Name of the HODs Photographs  

1 Biotechnology  Dr. Mainak Mukhopadhyay 

 

2 Business Management Dr. Shibnath Banerjee 

 

3 Chemistry  Dr. Atanu Kotal 

 

4 Physics Dr. Rina Bhattacharya 

 

5 Education Dr. S. R. Samanta 

 

6 Earth Science Dr. Manua Banerjee 

  

7 Remote Sensing & GIS Dr. Sanhita Banerjee Chattaraj 

(Teacher-in-charge, Officiating) 

 

8 Hotel & Hospitality 

Management 

Prof. Xavier Gomes 

 

9 Juridical Science Dr. Souvik Chatterjee 

 

10 Mathematics  Dr. Sanhita Banerjee Chattaraj 
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11 Pharmacy  Dr. Himangshu Sekhar Maji 

 

12 Oral and Dental Sciences Dr. R. R. Paul 

 

13 Computer Science and 

Engineering 

Dr. Saikat Maity 

 

 

Student and Faculty Feedback 

1. Student Feedback 

i. Students’ feedback is taken by them once in a semester.  

ii. The Head of each Department is responsible for obtaining the feedback from students and 

handover the feedback forms to the office of the Dean. 

iii. Students’ feedback is obtained at the end of teaching of each module. 

2. Student Feedback Analysis Reports 

a. The feedback analysis report is prepared by Head of each Department. 

b. The complete semester/modules student feedback report should be is made available to the 

Academic Council to initiate corrective action if any. 

c. The student feedback analysis report should  is also b be  sent to the Dean (Academic) to 

present the same during Governing Board meeting. 

3. Faculty Feedback 

a. The Head of each Department is responsible for obtaining the feedback from faculty 

members and handover the feedback forms to the office of the Dean (Academic). 

b. Faculty members who teach a particular subject/module are required to fill a Faculty 

Feedback form to know what difficulties they faced while delivering a subject/module and 

about the students they taught. 

4. Faculty Feedback Analysis Reports 

a. The Head each Department analyses the feedback and prepares an analysis report and 

submits to the Dean (Academic). 

b. The Dean (Academic) presents the analysis report before Board of Governors. 

5. Student Exit Feedback 

Graduates are required to fill the exit feedback form at the end of the course and hand over it 

to the Dean (Academic) for assessment. 

6. Student Exit Feedback Analysis Reports 

a. The Dean prepares an analysis report and submits it to the Vice-Chancellor. 

b. The Dean presents these reports during Governing Board meeting for appropriate actions. 

 

Quality Assessment Committee 

1. The committee assesses the quality index of all Faculties, Departments, Programs, Courses 

offered considering teaching, learning and student feedback. 
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2. The committee obtains feedback from Students, Academic Faculty, Parents of the Students 

and Alumni at the end of each academic year. 

3. The committee submits the report to the Vice-Chancellor for action, if any  

 

Departments of the University 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

Presently there is one Engineering Department, Computer Science and Engineering. The 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering started in 2016 under the School of 

Engineering and Technology.  Computer science is one of the most exciting and challenging 

fields and it leaves its impacts on everyone’s life in a variety of ways. Computer scientists 

create technology and systems that are used in different industries including medicine, 

communications, entertainment, and many more. With state-of-the-art computing theory and 

practice, new technologies are invented that can change the world for good.  The Department 

is offering the following programmes: 

 

• B. Tech in Computer Science and Engineering 

• Bachelor of Computer Application 

• Ph. D.  

 

The B. Tech. in CSE is a broad and flexible degree program with the curriculum specifically 

designed to reflect the depth and breadth of computer science. Expert members from 

Academia and Industry provide inputs in introducing specialized courses in the curriculum to 

suit industry needs.  

 
Computer Science Lab Session in Progress 
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Students and faculties of the department of CSE 

Department of Earth Sciences 

The Department of Earth Sciences was established in the year 2015 under the School of 

Science. The Department offers the following courses: 

• B.Sc Geology 

• M.Sc in Applied Geology 

• Ph. D. 

The Department has well equipped laboratories with sophisticated equipment to cater to the 

needs of practical course-works of students as well as for research. The Earth Sciences are a 

multidisciplinary science in which the principles and methods of physics, chemistry, geology, 

biology, mathematics, and computational sciences are integrated. The program uses scientific 

principles and methods to understand earth, environment, and life on a regional and planetary 

scale. The students are trained with diverse opportunities to experience the joy of learning 

and the excitement of discovery. Interdisciplinary study among the researchers of the 

department is common and encouraged.  

 
The Science of Earth- a Practical Perspective  
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Faculty members and students of the Department 

Department of Physics 

The department of Physics at JISU provides quality teaching along with the state of art 

research facilities to ensure proper learning and understanding the basic principles behind. 

They are groomed to become competent enough to face the global challenges from academic 

perspective as well as from industry. The Department currently offers Integrated B.Sc.-M.Sc., 

M.Sc., Integrated M.Sc.–Ph.D. and Ph.D. in Physics. The diverse qualifications of the faculty 

members ensure expertise in all aspects of Physics as well as in various interdisciplinary 

areas. Departmental laboratory is well equipped with instruments, circuitry to run practical 

classes and projects smoothly. The department is in the process to develop state-of-the-art 

research infrastructure in various areas of physics. Project work and seminar presentation are 

included in all the courses to get an overview of the ongoing research and recent development 

in the subject. Research in the department is traditionally organized within the general areas 

of Plasma Physics, Condensed Matter, Optics and Spectroscopy and Theoretical physics. 

There is a rich collection of books in the library for use by the students and teachers. The 

Department offers the following courses: 

• B.Sc. (Hons.) in Physics 

• M.Sc. in Physics 

• Ph.D.  

 
Student working in the Lab at the Department of Physics 
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Hands on Training Session 

 

Student seminar is conducted weekly on every Wednesday at 4:30 PM for getting an 

overview of the on-going research topics and recent development in Science.  Two 

Students participate in the seminar on any topic of their choice. In the Spring semester the 

seminars were delivered on topics like Special theory of Relativity, Tidal Force, Basic 

Quantum Mechanics ,Comets, Analogue Counter, Motion Sensor, Determination of Planck's 

Constant, X-Rays, Graphene, High pass and low pass filter, Rutherford Scattering, 

Superconductor, Mini magnetospheric plasma propulsion ,electronics : past, present and 

future, Nuclear fusion power, Overview of Fibre optics , Laser and its application, Wireless 

Transmission , Mobile Phone Cloning, Carbon Nano tube, Planck Constant using LED 

Interferometry, Nanoparticle, Solar Tree, Bohr atomic theory, Pair production and its 

applications, Wave particle duality, Anti-bubbles, etc.  

 
PG students presenting their seminar topics in Physics 

 

Department of Chemistry 

Department of Chemistry established in 2015 Chemistry is increasingly becoming 

interdisciplinary and occupying its position at the focal point of various fundamental 

scientific queries due to its diversity. Department of Chemistry at JIS University provides 

high level quality teaching along with state of art research to cultivate curious and inventive 

scholars such that the students become competent enough to face the challenges from 

academic as well as from industry. Department currently offers B.Sc. (H), M.Sc., Integrated 

M.Sc.–Ph.D. and Ph.D. in Chemistry. In the undergraduate level “Choice Based Credit 

System”(CBCS) has been introduced as per the UGC mandate. The diverse qualifications of 

the faculty members ensure expertise in all aspect of chemistry as well as in various 

interdisciplinary areas. The department ensures academic flexibility and good deal of faculty-

student interaction. Project works and seminar presentations are introduced in all the courses 

to get an overview of the ongoing research and recent development in the subject. The 

Department offers the following courses: 
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• B.Sc. (Hons.) in Chemistry 

• M.Sc. in Chemistry 

• Ph.D.  

 
Students working in Chemistry Lab 

Department of Mathematics 

The Department of Mathematics at the JIS University is a research oriented department with 

a strong interest in preparing the next generation of mathematicians, scientists and engineers 

for successful careers in industry, research and business. The goal is to be among the best 

mathematics departments in the country by creating an environment that supports outstanding 

research and to establish an international reputation as a Centre for research and teaching in 

mathematics by pursuing collaborative programs with highly reputed national and 

international institutions. 

The Department was established in 2015. The department has competent faculties with wide 

knowledge in pure & applied Mathematics. The broad areas of specialization of the faculties 

are Algebra, Analysis, Optimization, Continuum Mechanics, Fuzzy mathematics etc. The 

Department conducts course for Ph.D. degree in Mathematics (as per UGC guideline). The 

department wishes to provide high level quality teaching as well as research to nurture the 

scholars so that they become competent enough to face the global challenges from academic 

perspective as well as from industry. The faculties interact with various national and 

international bodies, research centres and Universities. The computer lab is used by faculty 

members and students for their research. 

 

Department of Microbiology 

Microbes are playing important role in the bioprocess of all living things and maintain 

homeostasis of the universe. Without microbes, one cannot imagine such a biologically 

balanced and diverse universe; rather the earth would have been a barren planet.  As the 

microbial activities are diverse, the microbiology programme is multidisciplinary subjects, 

which have the roots of life science, environmental science, and engineering.   Traditional 

microbiology is considered to be an important area of study in biology since it has enormous 

potential and vast scope in fermentation, bioremediation and biomedical technology. But the 

recent developments from human micro-biome project, meta-genomics and microbial 

genome projects have expanded its scope and potential in the next generation drug design, 
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molecular pathogenesis, phylo-geography, production of smart biomolecules, etc.  Modern 

Microbiology has also expanded its roots in genome technology, nano-biotechnology, green 

energy (biofuel) technology, bioelectronics etc. The Department offers the following courses: 

• B.Sc. in Microbiology 

• M.Sc. in Microbiology 

• Ph.D. in Microbiology 

 
A student preparing for doing some experiment in Microbiology Lab 

 

Department of Bio-Technology 

Department of Biotechnology currently offer courses on two subjects i.e., biotechnology, 

microbiology. [This may not be necessary as Microbiology is mentioned before this as a 

department].  The department provides elevated quality of teaching along with the state of art 

research facilities to nurture the curious and inventive scholars such that they become 

adequately proficient to face the global challenges from the perspective of academia as well 

as industry. Department of Biotechnology currently offers Integrated B.Sc.-M.Sc., M.Sc., 

Integrated M.Sc.–Ph.D. and Ph.D. in Biotechnology. The diverse qualifications of the faculty 

members ensure expertise in all aspect of Biotechnology as well as in various 

interdisciplinary areas. Department ensures academic flexibility and good deal of faculty-

student interaction. Project work and seminar presentation are introduced in all courses to get 

an overview of the ongoing research and recent development in the subject. 

Biotechnology is one of the most sought-after interdisciplinary fields, which is a combination 

of biological sciences with engineering technologies. It allows for the creation of different 

types of products that advance healthcare, medicine, agriculture, food, pharmaceutical, 

environmental control, and a lot more. The Department offers the following courses: 

• B.Sc. (Hons.) in Bio-Technology 

• M.Sc. in Bio-Technology 

• Ph.D.  
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State of the Art Labs in Department of Biotechnology 

 

Department of Remote sensing and GIS 

Remote Sensing and GIS is a relatively young scientific discipline and is an area of emerging 

technology, which has witnessed phenomenal growth over the last three decades. In the 

recent past, there has been tremendous development in the field of Remote Sensing data 

collection, analysis and utilization. The science of Remote Sensing is no more an art of Map 

making from satellite image. Application of Remote Sensing / Geoinformatics techniques 

using tools such as Geographic Information System (GIS) and Global Positioning System 

(GPS) in various activities including resources evaluation, environmental monitoring and 

land use/land cover mapping etc. has grown considerably during the last two decades and RS 

data products are  increasingly being used for plan formulation at all levels. An essential pre-

requisite to partaking in these opportunities is the building of various indigenous capacities 

for the development and utilization of space science and technology. The Department offers 

the following courses: 

• M.Sc. in Remote Sensing & GIS 

• Ph.D.  
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Remote sensing & GIS – A promising interdisciplinary area 

 

Department of Pharmaceutical Technology 

Pharmacy is all about the study of medicine, looking at how the drugs are created, the blend 

of chemicals, their chemistry and interactions which is required for a qualified pharmacist to 

know. Students who are interested in medicine but do not want to become a doctor can 

choose Pharmacy as an excellent alternative. A pharmacist can easily help in taking pressure 

off the emergency services and contribute to saving lives in different ways. Moreover, unlike 

a doctor, a pharmacist has the advantage of regular hours. In this way, as aspirant can 

contribute to helping people medically and also have a more structured lifestyle than 

medicine or nursing can offer. JIS University in Kolkata provides high-quality education to 

the aspirants who dream to become successful in their life. The Department offers the 

following courses: 

• D. Pharm 

• B. Pharm 

• Ph.D 

All the courses conducted in this Department are approved by the PCI and the AICTE. 

 

 
A student engaged with some sophisticated experiments at Pharmaceutical Technology Lab 
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On 19th September, 2018 JIS University inaugurated the Certificate course on 

Pharmacovigilance in Pharmaceutical and Clinical Research in collaboration with AMRI 

Hospital, Kolkata for the students seeking career with pioneer healthcare Industries in eastern 

India.  

 

Department of Juridical Science 

Law or legal science is a lucrative career options these days. People tend to take up legal 

studies as it provides various scopes. Previously, the only option that was available for the 

lawyers was private practice. But presently, due to the emergence of various law firms, 

corporate houses and specifically variety in course curriculum and subjects, different sectors 

such as banking and insurance offer lucrative jobs for the law graduates. The department 

offers LLB, BBA-LLB, LLM and Ph.D. 

The integrated BBA-LLB program is aimed at training corporate lawyers who understand the 

intestacies of business along with the law governing the same. Special understanding of the 

business law such as banking, corporate laws, taxation, competition, investment, insurance, 

merger and acquisitions are imparted throughout this course. The course further includes 

understanding in finance, human resource management, marketing, international business 

which helps a student to obtain the required skills of a corporate lawyer. 

JIS University offers various contemporary papers in legal sciences along with the 

compulsory papers offered by the Bar Council of India (BCI). The course structure is 

designed in such a way that the student will go through an overall development that is 

essential to build a successful career in the legal arena. Regular Moot Court practice, debates, 

seminar, court visits, lokadalats and legal aid camps organized by the department of legal 

sciences add to the legal skill development of the law aspirants. Apart from the skill 

developments programs, the University organizes class test from time to time, conducts mid-

term examination and gives assignments to the students which include projects so that the 

students are well acquainted with the subjects. 

  
Moot Court Session in Progress  

 

 SkillX 

         The SkillX Exhibition is a novel feature by the JIS University having been covered by media 

houses this year. The department of Juridical Sciences has been a part of this Exhibition as 

well wherein students presented slides on various topics of law ranging from labor law to 

adoption law and tenancy disputes. The slides presented by the students were examined and 

appreciated by all the visitors who had graced the occasion with their presence.  
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Department of Management Studies 

At JIS University, we offer highly-innovative and rigorous management programs, BBA and 

MBA designed to develop the professional capabilities of the future managers are offered. 

The curriculum provides real-life practical experience to the aspirants and makes them work-

ready in their selected specialization. School of Management Studies of JIS aims to educate 

the professionals who will work with integrity and are trained to contribute to different 

sectors of society. The students are equipped with the latest business knowledge so that they 

can understand the complexities of the global corporate sector. 

The Management courses in School of Management Studies are designed to train students 

who could be effective managers in the business, government, and non-profit sectors, and 

who would have the skills, understanding, and perspective to move among those sectors 

effectively. The management programs are designed to give students a more in-depth 

understanding of the business world, and prepare them for successful careers as leaders, 

managers, executives and innovators in their chosen field. 

 
 

Industry talks on "The Opportunities and Challenges of E-Commerce Industry in India 

 

Department of Education 

The main aim of JIS University’s B.Ed. curriculum is to provide hands on experience to 

teacher trainees on accessing and processing information in improving the method of teaching 

and learning. The course is designed to inculcate ethics, values and modernity in students and 

to give them an opportunity to apply those values to move ahead and make a mark. 

B.Ed. is a professional degree program that prepares candidates for teaching in high schools 

and higher primary schools. At present, the demand for trained teachers is very high as new 

schools are being established with each passing year. Pursuing B.Ed. from JIS University is the 

best option as the main aim of the university is to provide hands-on-experience to the teacher 

trainees on accessing and processing information in improving the methods of teaching and 

learning. The course curriculum at JIS University is based on the guidelines of NCTE and 
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WBUTTEPA. It consists of both practical and theory sessions for integrated skill building of 

the aspiring teachers. 

 

   
School visit, a part of B Ed Curriculum 

 

 

      
Students of Education Department visited schools of the adjoining areas  

 

The Students of Education Department visit ed various schools of the adjoining areas in 

group. The main motto to visit school is to know the academic as well as co-curricular 

activities  

School of Hotel and Hospitality Administration 

JIS University is known for its best hospitality management colleges in Kolkata that train the 

world-class hospitality professionals of future. The university is home to best-in-class 

professionals and hospitality leaders of tomorrow who are groomed in accordance with the 

current trends of the industry with highly-specialized learning facilitators and state-of-the-art 

infrastructural facilities. Equipped with the best and internationally trained faculty, JIS 

University distinctively blends theoretical and practical aspects of education with the real life 

experiences. The School of Hotel and Hospitality Administration offers several programs to 

the students for career growth including the below ones: 

• B.A International Hospitality & Hotel Administration 

• B.A International Culinary Arts 

• B.Sc. Hospitality & Hotel Administration 

• MBA Hospitality & Hotel Administration 

• M.Sc. Hospitality & Hotel Administration 

• Diploma in Hotel Operations 
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Student Engaged in Practical Works  

 

JIS Institute of Advanced Studies and Research 

 

JIS Institute of Advanced Studies and Research (JISIASR) ,  has started its journey from 

March 2019. The academic session of the Institute will start from August first week, 2019. 

Located in the IT hub of Sector 5, Salt Lake City, Kolkata, the Institute will offer several 

Masters and PhD programs in diverse areas of Data Science, Health Science and Technology, 

and Interdisciplinary Sciences from this academic year. JISIASR starts its journey with three 

Centres: 

➢ Centre for Data Science 

➢ Centre for Health Science and Technology 

➢ Centre for Interdisciplinary Sciences 

 
JIS Institute of Advanced Studies and Research (JISIASR) , has started its journey from March 2019 

with three Centres: (i) Centre for Data Science (ii) Centre for Health Science and Technology (iii) Centre for 

Interdisciplinary Sciences 

 

Laurels 

Invited talk 

Dr. Dipankar Ghosh of Biotechnology Delivered ‘Invited talk on Interrelation and 

Interdependence Amongst Various School Subjects’ in the Seminar on Understanding 

Discipline and Subjects on 16th November, 2018 at Swami Vivekananda Tribal College of 

Teachers’ Education, Paschim Medinipur. 

http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
http://jisiasr.org/
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Dr. Dipankar Ghosh of Biotechnology delivered ‘Invited talk on Interrelation and Interdependence at 

Swami Vivekananda Tribal College of Teachers’ Education, Paschim Medinipur on November 16, 2018 

[Full sentence may not be written in caption] 

Chairing of Technical Sessions in International Conferences 

1. Prof. B. C. Mal, Vice Chancellor chaired two Technical Sessions in the 5th International 

Conference on Fisheries and Aquaculture (ICFA-2018) held at Pitakotte, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

(23-25 August, 2018). He also chaired one Technical Session in the International Conference 

on Sustainable Technologies for Intelligent Water Management, Department of WRD&M, 

IIT Roorkee, and IWRS Roorkee. 

 

 
Prof. B. C. Mal, Vice Chancellor chaired two at the Technical Sessions in the 5th International 

Conference on Fisheries and Aquaculture during August 23-25, 2018 

 

 

2. Asian Pacific Aquaculture for Health, Wealth and Happiness 

The Vice Chancellor, Prof. B. C. Mal attended the Conference Organized by the World 

Aquaculture Society at Chennai Trade Centre. He was the National Chairman of the 

Engineering Technical Session. The Programme was attended by more than 3000 delegates 

from 70 countries. More than 100 stalls from different countries were put up for exhibition 

and technical discussion.  
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Chairing of Techniocal Session by Prof. B. C. Mal at the International Conference 

 

 

Students Program 

A few photographs of the program are given below: 

     

           

             
MRIDANG 2019, Annual Function of the JIS University 

          

Campus Life 

Each university has its own distinct atmosphere. It is important to choose the place that is the 

best fit for you. One may want to consider what type of experiences are looking for in which 

one can constantly challenge and keep on his toes or more of a balance between academic 
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demands and extracurricular interests. Universities, besides teaching, need to provide all the 

facilities, like, clubs, athletics, community service opportunities and various other facilities. 

Students are often confounded when they realize the enormous facilities available in the 

University. The most up-to-date information about a university will be on its website.  

 

    

 
Photographs showing parts of campus life 

University Library 

In our quest to make the library management immensely convenient for the users, the 

University Library provides vital support complementing academic activities to students, 

researchers and staff. We arrange access to the world of information - whether online, 

multimedia or in print. In order to effectively capitalize on the opportunities provided by 

radical changes to technology, pedagogy and research practice, the libraries operate in a 

number of profound ways and work in partnership with faculty members to enhance students' 

research skill development, encompassing both information literacy and learning skills. The 

libraries now do provide effective research and learning environments with a user-focused 

approach which is the hallmark of the library. 
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Students at the University Library 

 

JIS University Training & Placement Cell 

JIS University Training & Placement Cell inculcates career guidance, student development, 

entrepreneurship initiatives, internships and placement activities for all round betterment of 

the student community. Dedicated professionals with industry experience develop ongoing 

relationships and reach out to corporates across geographies for promoting the students as 

future ambassadors. Active involvement and support of alumni is encouraged as a vehicle for 

increasing the footprint. The department strives to lead the student exchange program with 

the industry and act as an important facilitator by providing a bridge to the career aspirants. 

Our Training & Placement department works as a facilitator providing a launch platform to 

the career aspirants of our University. Our students have already made their mark in leading 

companies around the country within this short span of time. We strive to fulfil their career 

expectations by providing them with suitable job opportunities. It is also imperative that we 

take care to serve the recruiters with the best of available ability and means. We have had 

repeat recruiters who have come back to recruit our students being satisfied with their 

performance. Prospective employers across business spectrums trust JIS University in 

providing fresh student resources through a cost effective and time efficient campus process. 

 

Memorandum of Understanding 

A MOU was signed between JIS University, Agarpara and The Alliance Francaise du 

Bengale, Kolkata on 31st July, 2018 for teaching the French Language as an optional subject 

in Under Graduate and Post Graduate Level. This treaty was signed by the Vice Chancellor, 

JIS University and the Director, The Alliance francaise du Bengale, Kolkata. MOU was also 

signed between JIS University and AMRI Group of Hospitals, Kolkata. 
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MOU signed between JIS University, Agarpara and the Alliance francaise du Bengale, Kolkata on July 

31, 2018 for teaching the French Language 

 

Academia-Academia Summit 

During the Academia-Academia summit organized by CEGR at New Delhi on June 27, 2019 

JIS University mutually signed MOU with sixteen (16) Private Universities of India. After 

presentation of all the Universities, giving priorities of our area of interest, such 

Memorandum of Understanding was made between the two Universities. 

 

 
Some moments during CERB Academia-Academia Summit 

 

 

Publication of Books and Book Chapters 

   

1. Chatterji, S. 2019. Competition Law in India and Interface with Sectoral Regulators, 

Thomson Reuters South Asia. 

2. Chatterji, S. 2019. Text Book on Code of Civil Procedure in India, Thomson Reuters 

South Asia. 

3. Chatterjee, T. K. 2019. “Essentials of Herbal Options” Pharma Med Press (ISBN No., 

978-93-8681-946-8), No. of pages :334 
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4. Sen, A. K. and Bhattacharya, A. B. 2019. “Radar Systems and Radio Aids to 

Navigation”. Mercury Learning and Information LLC, USA. 

5. Mal, B. C. 2019.  Ethiopia’s Diary-  A Bengali Novel 

6. Dr. Mainak Mukhopadhyay, Department of Bio-technology, published three book 

chapters. The name of the book is "Sustainable Biofuel and Biomass". It is published 

by Apple Academic Press and CRC Press.  

The title of the chapters and authors names are given below: 

1. Production of BioSyngas for Biofuels and Chemicals 

Shritoma Sengupta, Debmallya Konar, Debalina Bhattacharya, and Mainak 

Mukhopadhyay 

2. Biofuel from Biomass  

Rituparna Saha, Debalina Bhattacharya, and Mainak Mukhopadhyay 

3. Biofuel Production from Algal Biomass 

Rituparna Saha, Debalina Bhattacharya, and Mainak Mukhopadhyay 

All authors are Department of Bio-technology of JIS University. 

 

Bengali Translation of the holy Sri Guru Granth Sahib 

Book release of Bengali translation of the holy Sri Guru Granth Sahib (in 5 volumes) 

was a very impressive and remarkable occasion of the University. It was done by 

former President of India and Bharat Ratna Shree Pranab Mukherjee on February 8, 

2019 at the Swami Vivekananda Hall of Ramkrishna Mission Institute of Culture, 

Golpark, Kolkata. People from all sections of the society took part in this historic 

event. 
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Book release of Bengali translation of The holy Sri Guru Granth Sahib (in 5 volumes) by former 

President of India and Bharat Ratna Shree Pranab Mukherjee on February 8, 2019 at the Swami 

Vivekananda Hall of Ramkrishna Mission Institute of Culture, Golpark, Kolkata; People from all 

sections of the society took part in this historic event [This can go to the text] 

 

Papers Published 

 

1. Laccase and its source of sustainability in an enzymatic biofuel 

cell, B Ghosh, R Saha, D Bhattacharya, M Mukhopadhyay, 

Bioresource Technology Reports, 

doi:10.1016/j.biteb.2019.03.013,2019 

2. Estimation of methane flux fromrice field as influenced by plant-climate under 

varied 

management  practices  by  B.Kar,  S.  Karmakar,  G.  Saha and 

R.Bhattacharya, Journal of Agrometeorology, 21, pp 67 – 76, 2019 

3. Simulation of BRKSS Architecture of Data Warehouse Employing 

Shared Nothing Clustering, Pal Bikramjit, De Mallika, International 

Journal of Engineering and Management Research, 9, 5- 8,2019 

4. Systems biology and synthetic biology approaches towards anti-

hairfall compound biosynthetic pathways design and pathway enzymes 

findings, Dipankar Ghosh* and Shrestha Debnath, International 

Journal of Innovation Knowledge Concepts, 2019(Accepted). 

5. “Formulation and evaluation of intragastric floating microballons 

containing Diclofenac Sodium”, Pintu Kumar De and Devlina Pal, 

International Research Journal of Pharmacy, 2019(Accepted). 

6. “Solving Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem Using Heuristic 

Algorithms”, Soumen Atta, Priya Ranjan Sinha Mahapatra and 

Anirban Mukhopadhyay, International Journal Natural Computing 

Research, IGI Global, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp. 1-33,2019 

7. To study the factors impacting Social Entrepreneurship: an Indian 

Perspective, Dr.Moumita Poddar, Kindler Vol XVIII Issue 

(1&2),2019(Accepted). 

8. Impact of Value Co-Creation on Medical Tourism: A Study on 

Multispecialty Hospitals of Kolkata, Prabal Chakraborty & Dr. 

Moumita Poddar, International Journal for Health  Sciences and 

Research,ISSN:2249-9571, Vol. 9; Issue: 2, Pages: 173-179,2019. 
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9. Is autophagy associated with diabetes mellitus and its complications? 

A review, D Bhattacharya, M Mukhopadhyay, M Bhattacharyya, P 

Karmakar, EXCLI Journal 17, 709-720, 2018. 

10. Characterization of thermoadaptive serine metalloprotease and 

application in waste management, S Sengupta, R Saha, D 

Bhattacharya, K Chakrabarti, M Mukhopadhyay, Bioresource 

Technology Reports, 2, 53-61,2018. 

11. Microbial Single Cell Protein Generation: A Comparative Present 

State of Art, Kamalendu De, Dipankar Ghosh*, Biotechnology and 

Nature ISBN 978-93-87602-66-3, Kabitika Publisher, India, 1(1), 94-

98,2018. 

12. Fabrication and Characterization of curcuminNanoemulgel to 

overcome the Challenges in Opthalmic Drug Delivery System, De, 

P.K., Dhibar, M., Rakshit, S Saudi J. Med. Pharm. Sci., 4(1B), 109-

118,2018. 

13. Potential observational study of exploitation of Pharmacokinetic 

principles of antibiotics used for indoor patients.Chatterjee P., 

Bhattacharya M., De, P.K., Chatterjee T.K. Int. J. of Res. In 

Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapeutics, 7(1), 49-60,2018. 

14. Considerations of Pharmacokinetic and Pharmacodynamics 

Parameters for correct Dosage Regimen of Antibiotics in Critically ill 

Patients. Pintu Kumar De, Tapan Kumar Chatterjee NSHM Journal of 

Pharmacy and Healthcare Management, 8, 1-3,2018. 

15. Formulation and Evaluation Study of Azithromycin Tablets by 

Various Natural Polymers and their Comparative Preformulation 

Study,S. Bhattacharya, G. Dutta, N. Guha, D. Banerjee, T. Roy, S. 

Maity. Research Journal of Pharmacy and Technology, 11(3), 1107-

1111,2018. 

16. Formulation and evaluation of sustained release matrix tablet of 

losartan potassium drug using natural polymers. World journal of 

pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences, S.  Bhattacharya, T. Roy, M. 

Chakraborty, 5 (7),990-1001,2018. 

17. An updated overview on food supplement, S. Ghosh, S. Pahari, T.Roy, 

Asian J. Research Chem.,11 3,691-697, 2018. 

18. Semi-interpenetrating hydrogels from carboxymethyl guar gum and 

gelatin for ciprofloxacin sustained release, Sumanta Ghosh, Aatrayee 

Das, Aalok Basu, Asim Halder, Suvadra Das, Sreyasree Basu, Md. 

Farooque Abdullah, Arup Mukherjee and Sonia Kundu, International 

Journal of Biological Macromolecules, 120, 1823-1833,2018. 

19. Comparison of the antimicrobial  activity  of  the  phyto-constituents  

obtained  from  the  stem bark and leaf extracts of Phyllanthus emblica 

L. against different strains of Staphylococcus aureus and Salmonella 

typhi,A Adak, D Chakraborty, H. S. Maji, S Basu, P Roy, Research 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Kc-4z1QAAAAJ&amp;hl=en&amp;oi=sra
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Do0XBnsAAAAJ&amp;hl=en&amp;oi=sra
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Do0XBnsAAAAJ&amp;hl=en&amp;oi=sra
http://rjppd.org/
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Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacodynamics10(2),2018. 

20. Investigation of Pharmacognostical, Phytochemical and 

Pharmacological Acitivity of aerial roots of Ficus benghalensis Linn, 

Mazumder K., Maji, H. S., Bala, N. N..Asian Journal of 

Pharmaceutical and Clinical Research 11(10): 279-284, 2018. 

21. Ligand Tethered Nanoparticles for Rapid Delivery 3 of Betulinic Acid 

in HEp-2 and MDA- MB-231 Cells, Asim Halder, Pritha Mukherjee, 

Subarna Ghosh, Asmita Mukherjee, Suvadra Das, Partha Roy, Urmi 

Chatterji and Arup Mukherjee, New Journal of Chemistry. 2018. 

(Communicated, Manuscript Id:NJ-ART-04-2018-001632). 

22. The Influence of 7Ps of Marketing Mix on the perspective young adult 

students of higher education institutes and colleges-a study of the 

literature review, Mayukh Thakur & Moumita Poddar, Journal of 

Emerging Technologies and Innovative Research (JETIR) 

www.jetir.org, Volume 5, Issue 12,page 408 – 425,December2018. 

23. Medical Tourism opportunities in India: a study on multidisciplinary 

hospitals in Kolkata, Prabal Chakraborty & Moumita Poddar, Journal 

of Health Management, sage publication, ISSN 0972-0634,2018, 

December,2018. 

24. Study of the attributes impacting choice of higher education institutes 

by the young adult aspirants- a comprehensive review of literature, 

Mayukh Thakur & Moumita Poddar, International Journal of Research 

And Analytical Reviews ( IJRAR), ISSN 2348-1269 P  ISSN 2349- 

5138, Volume 5, Issue 4, 778-782 4.11,2018 

25. To study the factors affecting compulsive buying behaviour on retail : 

A study in west Bengal, Abhishek Duttagupta & Moumita Poddar, 

International Journal of Research And Analytical Reviews ( IJRAR), E 

ISSN 2348-1269 P ISSN 2349- 5138, 4.11,2018. 

26. A Study of validity and reliability of the various variables affecting the 

choice of young adult aspirants as consumers of the private 

engineering colleges, Mayukh Thakur & Moumita Poddar, 

International Journal of Research And Analytical Reviews ( IJRAR), E 

ISSN 2348- 1269 P ISSN 2349- 5138, Volume 5, Issue 4, 241-

252,4.11.2018.Co-creation and its impact on the Health Industry- A 

review, Prabal Chakraborty & Moumita Poddar, Int. Journal of 

Advance Research and Development, ISSN: 2455-7856, 2018 (in 

press) 

27. Structural Insight of Rabdocoetsin B and a Potential Anti-cancer 

agent,Indian Journal of Ethnophytopharmaceuticals, Chatterjee et.al., 3 

(4):110-114,2018 

28. Study of Transfer Factor, FVC and 6MWT in patients with severe 

COPD in a superspecialty Hospital, Chatterjee et.al., European Journal 

of Pharmaceutical and Medical Research, 5 (3), 244-248,2018. 

http://rjppd.org/
http://www.jetir.org/
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29. Potential observational study of exploitation of pharmacokinetic 

principles of antibiotics used for indoor patients, Chatterjee et.al., 

International Journal of Research in Pharmacology & 

Pharmacotherapeutics, 7(1), 49-60,2018. 

30. In-vivo anti tumor activity of phytochemical PITC-2 obtained from 

tissue cultured plant Pluchea indica on sarcoma-180 solid tumor mice 

model”, Chatterjee et.al.,Asian J. of Pharmaceutical and Clinical 

Research, 11(4), 201,211-218,2018. 

31. Induction of apoptosis, anti-proliferation, tumor-angiogenenic 

supression and down-regulation of Dalton’s asitic Lymphoma (DAL) 

induced tumorigenesis by poly-L-lysin:A mechanistic study, 

Chatterjee et.al., Biomedicine & Pharmacotherapy, 102, 1064-

1076,2018. 

32. Effect of Diet on Diabetes Mellitus, Chatterjee et.al., JOHP, 13(2) ,204-

218,2018. 

33. Preliminary analysis of the effect of Stevia (Stevia rebaudiana) in 

patients with chronic kidney disease (stage I to stage III), Chatterjee 

et.al., Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications, 12,17-25,2018. 

34. A controlled release MicrosphereFormulation ofan anti-diabetic drug 

and Characterization of themicrosphere, Chatterjee et.al.,IJPPS, 

10(10),30-38,2018. 

35. Antibiotic Prophylaxis in Cesarean section, Chatterjee 

et.al.,International Journal of Pharmacology Research (IJPR), 2018, 

8(2),77-82,2018. 

36. Pharmacological and Toxicological investigations of Etodolac Loaded 

Gum Katira Microspheres prepared by W1/O/W2 emulsion solvent 

evaporation technique in Rats. Chatterjee et.al., Brazilian Journal of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, 53(4),(2017). 

37. A study on Poly Pharmacy can cause Drug-Drug interactions and its 

severity analysis among patients admitted in general medicine and 

CCU of a tertiary care hospital in Eastern India, Chatterjee et.al., 

World Journal Of Pharmaceutical Research, 6(2),1412-1420,2017 

38. Poly-L-lysine inhibits tumor angiogenesis and induces apoptosis in 

Ehrlich ascites carcinoma and in Sarcoma S-180 tumor, Chatterjee 

et.al., Asian Pacific Journal of Cancer Prevention (APJCP), 

2017,18(8),2255-2268. 

39. An Exploratory Study on the Antimicrobial Activity of Cetrizine 

Dihydrochloride,Maji, H.S., Maji, S., Bhattacharya, M. Indian Journal 

of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 79 (5): 751-757,2017. 

40. Angiogenesis and vasculogenesis: A approach to tumour,I. Chatterjee, 

T. Roy, S. Bhattacharya Journal of medical and health sciences,12(3), 

01-09,2017 

41. Evaluation of Antitumor and Anticancer activity of 4-amino benzoic 
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benzoyl benzimidazole in Ehrlich's Ascites Carcinoma induced Male 

Swiss Mice, Samanta, A., Maji, H. S., Kar, S. K. and De, A. Journalof 

Innovations in Applied Pharmaceutical Science. 1(4): 01-09,2016 

42. “Interface between tourism and Law in India in the context of Indian 

and foreign tourists and travellers”, S. Chatterji, United World Law 

Journal, ISSN: 2457-0427, Volume 1, Issue 2, pages 146 –157. 

43. Impact of Drug Food Interaction, Chatterjee et.al. International J. of Food 

Science and Nutrition, 3(4), 40-43,  2018. 

 

University Activities  

A University essentially marks the ultimate or penultimate phase of a student’s academic life; 

however, students generally do not get to spend considerable amount of time in a University 

as much as they get in their schools. Be that as it may, the role of a University in shaping a 

student’s personality cannot be overlooked. In JIS we fully appreciate and stress upon this 

role of a University and to that end, JIS University has come up with a host of innovative and 

novel features that ensure that the all-round development of a student takes place in a holistic 

and commensurate manner. 

 

 

1. SKILLX  

JIS University organizes a unique exhibition event every year to further the cause of 

Innovation and Entrepreneurial Development for the students. This is an exhibition of 

innovative projects undertaken by the students of undergraduate and post-graduate disciplines 

of JIS University. Skill X is JIS University's endeavour to equip young minds with 

innovative, enterprising & creative skills and ideas. It is the university’s own enterprise to 

combine hands-on training and skill development with theoretical academic pedagogy. In this 

Skill exposition the young and talented students showcase their innovation and creativity 

through models & ideas, displayed across the campus ranging from Aerodynamics to Robotic 

Arms, Artificial Intelligence to Knowledge Management, Industrial Biotechnology to Waste 

Management, Sewage treatment to Drug Design, to Solar Cell, Home automation to 

electronic circuit application, new product development to business ideas. External Experts 

are arranged to evaluate the students of various disciplines at the SKILLX event. 

 

JISU organised on 27th November, 2018 the autumn semester skill exhibition witnessed 

more than 220 models, innovative products and business ideas across all the departments of 

JIS University. Among the judges were Mr. Indranil Sarkar, member of the CII Innovation 

club, Dr. Gautam Das, Big Data Analyst, accomplished academicians and researchers, across 

the departments. The autumn ‘SkillX’ 2018 was a grand success like every semester. Around 

220 projects across 10 departments were showcased by our beloved students.  
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The autumn semester SkillX exhibition organised on November 27, 2018 

 

Training and Placement Department at the University offers incisive Skills Development 

Programs to groom students to be Corporate Ready Training and Placement Department achieves 

its Employability enhancement objectives by conducting Intensive Process Oriented classroom 

training and by organizing events related to both Soft and Hard Skills. These classes and events 

are managed by a well-groomed team from Academic world and Corporate. Students also 

presented models in the program with new innovative ideas. The University provided certificates 

to all the participating students. Awards were given to the students who showed innovative skills 

in their model.  

Skill X Spring 2019 at JIS University witnessed wonderful innovations and interesting 

models prepared by the students from different departments. Guests from industry and 

academics were present and appreciated the students for their exhibits. 
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Skill X Spring 2019 at JIS University; some innovative models were designed and 

developed by the students from different departments 

 

2. NSS 

The National Service Scheme or the NSS is a scheme developed by the Government of India 

in order to encourage and nurture social and philanthropic skill amongst students by getting 

them actively involved in various facets of the society that warrant intervention form 

students. JIS University has two functional self-financed NSS Units that are run under the 

able guidance of its various faculty members who regularly organize programs of social and 

educational relevance and students actively and willingly participate in such ventures. 

[It is better to avoid first persons like we, us etc.] 

On the occasion of 150th Birthday of Mahatma Gandhi, JIS University carried a clean 

campus campaign. Keeping in tune with the Swatch Bharat Abhiyan, our students and 

faculties participated whole heartedly in the clean campus-green campus campaign. The 

faculties and students came forward to initiate the program. The program was organised 

under the National Service Scheme. 
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Keeping in tune with the Swatch Bharat Abhiyan, JIS University students and Faculty 

faculties participated in the clean campus-green campus campaign 

 

3. Legal Aid Cell 

The Legal Aid Cell of JIS University is run and managed by the Department of Juridical 

Science which regularly organizes various seminars and talks on topics of legal and social 

interest. The Cell frequently organizes legal aid camps and awareness camps in the campus as 

well as outside the campus and in such camps public participation is actively solicited and 

ensured. This helps the students in getting a hands-on experience on the niceties of the 

working of the legal machinery in India. 

A Legal Aid Camp was held at the JIS University Auditorium conducted by JIS Legal Aid 

Society with the District Legal Services Authority, North 24 Parganas (Barasat). Mr. Ayan 

Majumdar, Secretary, District Legal Services Authority, North 24Parganas with his 8 

member team enthused the students of the juridical sciences with his wonderful sharing of his 

vast experience. Different criminal cases were discussed at length.He said that in future 

DLSA, North 24 Parganas will work closely with JIS Legal Aid Society and Department of 

Juridical Sciences, to grant legal aid to the common man and create legal awareness to the 

layman who don’t know their rights ,the Law and procedure available. Head of the 

Department, Dr.Souvik Chatterjee welcomed the guests and addressed the entire forum with 

a note on the different programs carried out by Legal Aid Society of JIS University. 

 
Programs carried out by Legal Aid Society of JIS University 

 

4. Entrepreneurship Development Cell  

This cell is run and managed by the Department of Management Studies. The main aim of 

this cell is to nurture and hone the skills of budding entrepreneurs among the students and to 

that end this cell works immensely by identifying such talent among the students and then 

providing them support in such means as may be necessary to ensure that the students are not 

held back by reason of lack of resources. 

The Family Business Summit at JIS University on 28th January, 2019 witnessed a full house 

enticing session with Prof. Samish Dalal, a mentor and power coach on negotiation skills. 

An auspicious lightning of the lamp was followed by welcome address and felicitation by Sri 

Simarpreet Singh, Director, JIS Group and Prof. T. K.Chatterjee, Dean of the University. The 
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keynote address by Prof. Samish Dalal was enriching and mesmerising not only to the 

students but also to the guests and faculties. A panel discussion on Opportunity in Family 

Business in the second half glued the students with experiences of the glittering panelists to 

the likes of Mr. Siddharth Duggar, Mr.Mayank Rajput Mr. Nilesh More, Mr. Bhalotia and Sri 

Simarpreet Singh. The eminent panellists shared their experiences on family business and 

their working towards achieving excellence with the audience. The management students of 

JIS University and Narula Institute of Technology participated whole heartedly and made it a 

grand success. 

 

 
Family Business Summit at JIS University on 28th January, 2019; the eminent panellists shared their 

experiences on family business 

 

5. Start-up Cell and Innovation Club  

These two initiatives are run by the University as a whole for the purpose of ensuring that 

students who intend to float a start-up of their own or enter into their own venture to receive 

support from the University. The Innovation Club of the University is a club wherein various 

innovations and innovative ideas from various students of the University are displayed and 

are open to public inspection and consultation. 

E Cell of JISU- ' URJA' towards a new direction.....an initiative by the Department of 

Management Studies in association with Wadhwani Foundation completed its first quarter 

both with the cell and the certified training. A short pitching and idea exchange session with 

Mr.Asgar and Mr. Shubhabrata of Wadhwani foundation and our trainer Mr.Abhishek 

DuttaGupta, Ecell convenor Dr.S.Banerjee with ECell students of the University. 
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Start-up Cell and Innovation Club run by of the University for ensuring students intend to float a 

start-up of their own from support of the University 

 

6. Science Club 

As the name suggests, the Science Club of the University is designed exclusively for 

scientific innovations and inventions by the students. The Club works in the premise of 

providing support to the students in their endeavour in science and by showcasing and 

popularizing their talents in science. A scientific invention form the students of any discipline 

is encouraged and upheld by this Club.  

Biotechnology has been making amazing strides in recent times in convergence with other 

technologies. This branch of science controls micro-organisms for benefit of mankind. 

Through specific techniques it modifies and improves products generated from 

microorganisms and used in food processing and upgrade plant and animal quality. This field 

is constantly changing and also provides a huge landscape for student employability. 

JIS University organised a seminar on the “Recent developments of Biotechnology in Human 

Welfare” on 25th April, 2019 at its campus in Agarpara. 

 

 
Seminar by the J. C. Bose Science Club of JIS University 

 

The Science Club of the University organised a seminar on the “Recent developments of Biotechnology in 

Human Welfare” on 25th April, 2019 at its campus [This can go to text] 

 

7. Industry-Institution Cell  

As the name suggests this Cell has been designed to ensure that the Industry-Institution 

interface happens regularly and effectively in the University. It embodies one of the aims of 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/biotechnology?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB3kHivDFOitDFWLvygxFwXd3el7r8sH2F9tept0TFIEGoJ461rxMHCKjYPESFf8JlSUUdeGbfkFWoPYsMBCp5sbzGd1r_7KZr1aPnsaOmGMx8e6MtAOtmOqcNXRKxOM5OhGqBt_Frv_V1kVC_Z20zj2p0qtGZKYGlneQlxSl1ldddHONAe5Ap529DNqoAZFQwBdSbsX0iG3mgJuPjKpcsWrzOXeh3NJo9-zv4tTEXr35-gr_TVhqrrDLcYSa9b0OsxOGAuPS4KdJXd8k5dUXUHDKhsG2ofRlOhwXkXAy-xkga5ZJcQUmJMWfNcF5JEtwqSwmPBLxXKjlSGca025qxs9pGSEXtsqnSk7lbjJy6WvhBLoPFou-TUVkFjy8cSkx6V6QCnWxCD8IU3K5sFhAtqw1TU3GywygU0uNmdpy84w-cOx2nsx-F740-Zz7nDcpmbBrNjLjkxDMjQsLqU&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB3kHivDFOitDFWLvygxFwXd3el7r8sH2F9tept0TFIEGoJ461rxMHCKjYPESFf8JlSUUdeGbfkFWoPYsMBCp5sbzGd1r_7KZr1aPnsaOmGMx8e6MtAOtmOqcNXRKxOM5OhGqBt_Frv_V1kVC_Z20zj2p0qtGZKYGlneQlxSl1ldddHONAe5Ap529DNqoAZFQwBdSbsX0iG3mgJuPjKpcsWrzOXeh3NJo9-zv4tTEXr35-gr_TVhqrrDLcYSa9b0OsxOGAuPS4KdJXd8k5dUXUHDKhsG2ofRlOhwXkXAy-xkga5ZJcQUmJMWfNcF5JEtwqSwmPBLxXKjlSGca025qxs9pGSEXtsqnSk7lbjJy6WvhBLoPFou-TUVkFjy8cSkx6V6QCnWxCD8IU3K5sFhAtqw1TU3GywygU0uNmdpy84w-cOx2nsx-F740-Zz7nDcpmbBrNjLjkxDMjQsLqU&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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the University that students studying here should get an over-all and all-round education that 

focuses not only on their theoretical skills, but on their practical knowledge as well. 

An industry talk was organised by the Department of Management Studies on Media 

Management by Mr. Neelav Bose, Vice President. An enthralling session witnessed an 

immense learning on the different dimensions of Media and how the digital revolution 

impacted traditional media at large. The session was followed by a small felicitation program 

by the HOD Dr.  S.  Banerjee. The program was coordinated and conducted by Dr. S. Das. 

 

 
The Industry-Institution cell organized an industry talk on the different dimensions of Media and how 

the impact of digital revolution impacted on traditional media at large 

 

The Department of Management studies organised an interactive industry talk for their 

students. The speakers were Mr. Ashish Banka, Lead Talent Acquisition and Ms. Sayantani 

Sarkar, HR Manager, Reliance JIo, Kolkata on Talent Management and talent acquisition. 

Prof. Shibnath Banerjee welcomed the guests along with Dr. M. Poddar . The students were 

engaged in an exciting engaging session. Mr. Banka deliberated on how the budding 

managers should approach recruitment drive and how to identify talents for a brand. Ms. 

Sarkar spoke about excellence and how to strive towards achieving it. The students were then 

engaged in new product idea and pitching session in groups and at the end of the sessions tips 

were also shared on the enhancement points. 

 

An interactive industry talk by the Department of Management Studies 
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Department of Management studies organised an interactive industry talk; Mr. Banka how to identify 

talents for a brand while Ms. Sarkar spoke about excellence and how to strive towards achieving it [This 

can go to text] 

 

8. Industrial Tours 

Industrial tours are a regular affair at the JIS University to ensure that the students get first-

hand knowledge of the practical application of the theory that they learn in their classrooms. 

This is an indispensable and important part of the overall University curricula and is applied 

across disciplines to all courses being offered at the institute. 

An industry visit to Empire Jute Mill, Titagarh, was conducted by the Department of 

Management Studies on 28th March 2019. The students were exposed to the different 

business simulation processes like production operation, labour issues, manpower planning, 

demand management and so on. First-hand experience gave an insight to the detailed 

function and understanding of the jute industry. The students of BBA and MBA along with 

their faculties Prof. Banerjee, Dr. Poddar and Dr. Das had a unique learning experience. 

 

 

 
An industry visit to Empire Jute Mill, Titagarh, conducted by the Department of Management Studies on 

March 28, 2019 

 

 

Department of Biotechnology, JIS University organized an Industrial Tour for the first time 

for M.Sc Microbiology and Biotechnology students at Mother Dairy Dankuni manufacturing 

unit on 18th March, 2019. Dr. Dipankar Ghosh headed this industrial trip along with the 

Master’s students. The visit was quiet impressive and this was a great industrial exposure for 

the final year M.Sc Students of the Department of Biotechnology. Mr. Dolui and Mr. Khan 

from Mother Dairy helped us a lot to make this trip successful by providing great hospitality 

and support. M. Sc. students collected lot of valuable information about industrial work 
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culture and regular practice which will definitely encourage them to get engage in the 

industry in near future. 

 

 
Department of Biotechnology organized an Industrial Tour for the first time for M. Sc. Microbiology and 

Biotechnology students at Mother Dairy Dankuni manufacturing unit on March 18, 2019 

 

Department of Pharmaceutical Technology organized an industrial tour for B. Pharm 3rd year 

students. A total of 36 students along with 3 faculty members visited Visakhapatnam (Vizag) 

of Andhra Pradesh. The students visited the manufacturing unit of Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, 

where medicines of different categories like Tablet, Oral Liquids, and Aerosols are 

manufactured for foreign market. Students learned different procedures of drug making and 

quality maintenance. The students were briefed about the laboratory visit-regulation a day 

before the plant visit as well. Post-industrial visit the students organised a local sightseeing 

and had a lot of team building activity in the nearby areas. 

 

Department of Pharmaceutical Technology organized An industrial tour for B. Pharm 3rd year 

students visited at the manufacturing unit of Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories 

 

9. Debates, Quizzes and Talks 
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Debates, quizzes, talks and seminars are again a regular and integral part of the University 

life and students are introduced to such practices from their very first year of study and to that 

end students are also encouraged to take part in such activities happening in other places as 

well. Such activities take place on a weekly, if not daily, basis in the University. 

A quiz, painting and extempore on the theme of “Life and Work of Swami Vivekananda” to 

commemorate the 125th Anniversary of the historic Speech of Swami Vivekananda at the 

Parliament of World Religion in Chicago on 11th September, 1893 was held in the JISU 

Auditorium under the aegis of the JIS Literary Club. The event saw active participation from 

students from all streams of JISU. Winners got books as gifts and all participants were given 

participatory certificates. The Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor of JIS University, Prof (Dr) BC Mal 

delivered a very informative and interesting concluding address. He distributed the gifts as 

well. The quiz was organized by Dr. Sanhita Banerjee Chattaraj (Department of 

Mathematics), Mr. Ranadip Bhattacharya (Department of Juridical Sciences) and Dr. Partha 

Pratim Ghosh (Department of Chemistry). 

 

 
A quiz, painting and extempore on the theme of “Life and Work of Swami Vivekananda” held 

in the JISU Auditorium under the aegis of the JISU Literary Club 

 

Observance of International Yoga Day 

 

The International Yoga Day was celebrated in the University with an overwhelming participation of 

the Faculty and Staff. The celebration was led by the Vice Chancellor. 
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10. Drama and Photography Clubs 

These two clubs have been set up in the University with the sole aim and purpose of honing 

and encouraging the photography and drama skills of the students. In other words the fine 

skills of the students are fine-tuned through the means of these clubs, the University actively 

encourages these skills in the students by organizing regular contests and exhibitions and 

shows of such drama and photography by the students. 

 

11. Sports Club 

The University also has an up and running sports club to encourage the students to take active 

part in sports and allied physical activities. This is so because the University firmly believes 

in the motto “all work and no play make Jack a dull boy” and the University regularly 

organizes sports for the students. A cricket competition between the faculties and the students 

is an annual affair at the University. 

 

12. Interactive program on Gender-Sexuality, Violence and Resistance 

An interactive program was organized in collaboration with Sappho. This interactive program 

was related to understanding of Gender-Sexuality, Violence and Resistance, organized by 

Sappho for Equality. 

Department of Education of JIS University organized a workshop in association with 

“Sappho for Equality” on ‘Gender and Sexuality’ on 5th April, 2019 at JIS University 

Auditorium. The workshop was about 'Gender Equalities and societal acceptance of the same. 

The inequalities we know and aware and inequalities we aren't aware of. A very insightful 

dig into the social taboos, patriarchy, transgender, genetic males and females and how gender 

discrimination is affecting across gender was widely discussed with real life case examples 

through video footage. The session was very interactive and the students along with the 
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faculty members present in this discussion benefited largely with a whole new perspective 

and way of thinking towards genders in general and at large. The session was a great learning 

about existence of diverse people in the society and acceptance of all in a holistic way is the 

path forward was agreed upon by all present. The session was chaired by Dr. Ranjita Biswas, 

consultant Psychiatrist along with Neela Ghosh and the team of Sappho. Ms.D.Adhya, HoD, 

Department of Education organised the program along with Dr. K.Mitra. 

 

 

 
An interactive program related to understanding of Gender-Sexuality, Violence and Resistance, 

organized by Sappho for Equality on April 5, 2019 at JIS University 

 

 

13. Digital Pedagogy and flip learning 

A workshop was organised on Digital Pedagogy and flip learning at JIS University on 4th 

April, 2019. Professor Anthea Groessler, Learning Designer, Queensland University and 

Mr.Joseph Nagy, Educational Designer, Queensland University along with Prof. Malay Dave 

conducted an workshop on Digital Pedagogy and Flip learning with the faculties of all the JIS 

group Colleges. The faculties were given interesting insights on the importance and 

knowledge of digital pedagogy and how it will help the next generation students immensely. 

Encouraged by the digital learning medium and flip learning thoughts, the faculties were 

enthused by the deliberation. 
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Prof. Anthea Groessler, Learning Designer, Queensland University and Mr. Joseph Nagy, Educational 

Designer of the same University discussing Digital Pedagogy and flip learning on  April 4, 2019 

 

14. National Science Day Celebration 

A seminar on "Journey from Raman effect to New Generation Photonics" was organised to 

celebrate the National Science Day by eminent Physicist & Academician, Prof. (Dr.) 

Sourangshu Mukhopadhya, Department of Physics, University of Burdwan at JIS University 

Auditorium.  

The program witnessed a wonderful deliberation of our guest speaker Prof. Mukhopadhyay 

on photonics and how it is helping in modern scientific research and development.  

The guest speaker was felicitated by our Hon'ble Vice Chancellor Prof. (Dr.) B. C. Mal, Pro 

V.C. Prof. A. B Bhattacharya, Director Affairs Dr. T. K. Saha and Dean Prof. T. K. 

Chatterjee.  

The students were greatly benefited by his enthralling presentation.  

 
Prof. Sourangshu Mukhopadhya of Department of Physics, University of Burdwan delivering lecture on 

Raman Effect to new generation photonics on March 4, 2019 to celebrate the National Science Day 

 

15. Environmental Economic Assessment 
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On 13th March, 2019 a Seminar on “Laws on Displacement, SEZs and Environmental, social 

Impact assessment in India” was held In JISU Auditorium. Dr Souvik Chatterji presented his 

paper where it was shown that Halar Utkarsh Samity case and Narmada Bachao Andolan 

case had mentioned that adequate compensation and rehabilitation of ousters can only 

balance displacement. He also gave example of SEZs in China from where India can learn. 

Prof. Arup Poddar, Professor, WB NUJS, mentioned that environmental economic 

assessment has to happen according to the rules. In the interactive session students asked 

questions to the panellists. At the end certificates were offered to the students. 

.  

 

Prof. Arup Poddar of WB NUJS delivering lecture on “Laws on Displacement, SEZs and Environmental, 

social Impact assessment in India” on March 13, 2019 

 

 

 

16. Globalisation and its Impact 

JIS University, Department of Management Studies witnessed a memorable lecture in one of 

its Master Class Series by Prof. Parviz D. Alai form Richmond University, London, UK. A 

professor in Economics with a keen interest in globalisation and its impact in the world 

across gave his deliberation on ' An everyday story of Globalisation'. The enticing session 

saw enthralled students throughout the lecture igniting the young minds with intriguing 

questions. 

JIS University was pleased to host Professor (Dr.) Richard Posthuma, Prof. of Management 

of the University of Texas, El Paso on 5th March 2019. The day was filled with wonderful 

learning sessions for both students and faculties. The first session glued the students with his 

interactive plenary session on the skills and techniques required for an interview. Subject 

knowledge along with the different soft skills, approach towards an interview, body language, 

grooming and the attitude towards the same was discussed and demonstrated to our students.  

The second session with the faculties brought about the different cross cultural dimensions of 

work practices along with balancing research with teaching techniques.  

The program was organised by the Corporate Development Cell (CDC) of JIS Group under 

the Chairmanship of Mr.Mridul Pathak.  
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Professor Richard Posthuma, of the University of Texas, on March 5, 2019 was the key speaker of the 

interactive plenary session on the skills and techniques required for an interview 

 

JIS University, Department of Management Studies witnessed a memorable lecture in one of its 

Master Class Series by Prof. Parviz D. Alai form Richmond University, London ,  UK delivering 

lecture in one of its Master Class Series 

 

A Chinese delegate from Yunnan University headed by Prof. Xu Zhiying, Dean, School of 

Foreign Languages visited Jis University on 26.11.2018. Our honorable The Vice Chancellor 

Prof. B. C. Mal, Dean Prof. T. K. Chatterjee, Director Mr. Amanjyot Singh and Asst. 

Registrar Dr. Tomar welcomed the dignitaries. A detailed discussion on the student exchange 

program on imparting education on Indian culture, religion and language to the foreign 

students took place .The delegates were greeted by our young students of the University. 

 

A Chinese delegate from Yunnan University headed by Prof. Xu Zhiying, Dean, School of Foreign 

Languages visited Jis University on 26.11.2018 

 

17. Central Library 
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'Library is the temple of learning'. JIS University is proud to have its Central library 

inaugurated and open for use on 28th February 2019. We were also lucky to have in our 

midst our very own Academic echelons of JIS University. 

The program started with ‘Saraswati Vandana’ followed by ‘Keertan’ on this auspicious 

occasion. The Central Library of JIS University is a state of art infrastructure with reading 

rooms, parley rooms, stock rooms, automated reading rooms and many more developments 

are in the offing. 

 

 
Inauguration of JIS University Central library inaugurated and open for use on February 28, 2019 

 

18. Seminars and Workshops 

A two day workshop and hands on training on IOT was organised by CDAC for the 3rd year 

students along with their faculties of B. Tech Computer Science at the JIS University campus 

on 31.1.2019 and 1.2.2019. First-hand experience on Internet of Things enthused the students 

throughout the workshop. 

 
A two day workshop and hands on training on IOT organised by CDAC at the JIS University campus on 

31.1.2019 and 1.2.2019 
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On 24th January 2019 AICTE organised a workshop on Exam Reforms for all the 

Educational Institutions and University in the Eastern region of India. JIS University was the 

proud venue partner for the program. Two hundred Forty participants from different 

Universities and Institutes of repute participated in the workshop. The participants from 

different cities and states across Eastern India registered themselves. Mr. Tarun Kakkar from 

AICTE, Delhi presented and coordinated the workshop along with Dr. Surjyashikha Das 

from JIS University. The ceremonial inauguration of the workshop was done by the 

Honourable Vice Chancellor, Director Dr. T. K. Saha, Assistant Registrar Dr. S. S. Tomar 

and the Workshop experts by lightening of the auspicious lamp. This was followed by a small 

felicitation to the AICTE experts by the Prof. Majhi, Head of the Department of 

Pharmaceurical Technology, JIS University. The experts Prof. P.G.Tewari, Dean Academics 

KLE Technological University, Hubli and Prof. Gopalkrishna Joshi, Dean of Curriculum 

design had a detailed discussion on the ways questions should be framed and engaged the 

participants with different worksheet modules both online and offline. Revised Bloom's 

taxonomy and how to make a lower order thinking style question into a higher order thinking 

one was discussed with special emphasis on engineering questions. The program ended with 

the direct feedbacks from the participants followed by the National Anthem. 

 

 
Workshop on Examination reforms organized by AICTE at JIS University on January 24, 2019 

 

A seminar on Energy and Environment was organised at the JIS University Auditorium for 

the students to create awareness among the students on energy and environment and how to 

conserve energy. Prof. Sanat Kumar Saha, member of the West Bengal State Council of 

Higher Education, Dept. of Higher education, Government of West Bengal, participated to 

discuss various issues on the topics. 
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Students from all the departments were fascinated by the insightful deliberation of Dr. Saha. 

The guest was felicitated by Prof. Banerjee, Head of the Department of Management Studies. 

 

 

 
A seminar on Energy and Environment organised at the JIS University Auditorium; Prof. Sanat Kumar 

Saha, member of the West Bengal State Council of Higher Education  participated to discuss various 

issues on the topics  [This can go to text] 

 

A one day Seminar titled “Evaluation of New Juvenile Justice Regime in India” was 

organized by the Department of Juridical Sciences. Another topic of the Law Seminar was on 

“Examination of New Juvenile Justice Regime in India”. Dr. Souvik Chatterji, spoke about 

the Presentation in British Deputy High Commission and mentioned the Provisions of 

Juvenile Justice Act, 2000. He also mentioned about ‘Nirbhaya Case’ and examined the new 

amendments. It was further discussed that special homes and observation homes lacked 

infrastructure. There is also lack of funds. Mentally retarded juveniles were not given care in 

the homes. At the end the LLB and BBA-LLB students were awarded certificates.  

 

 
Law Seminar on “Examination of New Juvenile Justice Regime in India” 
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On the occasion of World Pharmacists Day, the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology 

celebrated by organising a seminar and road show. This year the theme was ' Pharmacists: 

your medicine experts.' The role of the Pharmacist is improving health around the world and 

that was the focus of this year's World Pharmacists Day. The seminar witnessed the 

deliberations by Prof. T. K. Chatterjee, Dr. Pintu Kumar Dey and other faculties of the 

department on the different industry and academic orientations. The students were enticed by 

the great knowledge sharing sessions. A road show was also organised by the students for the 

same. 

 

 
On the occasion of World Pharmacists Day, Department of Pharmaceutical Technology 

celebrated the day by organising a seminar and road show [This can go to text] 

 

Celebration of World Pharmacists’ Day 

 

'Scientists dream of great things, Engineers do them' - James. A. Michener -  

‘Happy_Engineers_Day’ (15th September) was organised by JIS University through a 

seminar on ' Careers in Machine Learning'. Mr. Anirban Ghatak , Founder and Director of 

Mie Robots, gave a wonderful informative and engaging deliberation to the budding 

engineers on the different machine learning skills and how they need to adapt themselves 

with the changing facets of technology.  

The session was followed by a small celebration of Engineers Day. The faculties with 

engineering backgrounds were felicitated.  
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‘Happy_’Engineers_Day’ (15th September)  organised by the JIS University through a seminar on ' 

Careers in Machine Learning' 

 

A one day seminar was organised by JIS University along with NIT for the management 

students of JIS Group on Financial markets at the JIS University auditorium. Representatives 

from Bombay Stock exchange (BSE) enticed the students with their deliberation. The 

students gained interesting insights to the world of financial markets, stock market and fund 

management at large. 

 

 
One day seminar organised by JIS University with NIT for the management students of JIS Group on 

Financial markets 

 

19. Invited lectures 

On the 24th of April, the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology at JIS 

University organised an invited lecture on "Calibration URS, Qualification and Validation" 

by eminent speaker Mr. Subhendu Sinha Choudhary, partner of Ms. Clean Tech solution, 

former works manager of Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Works. He interacted with 

the B. Pharm students of second and third year and provided brilliant insights on how to 

crack an interview - body language and correct use of voice. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB9vLdGfhoIi3BD6dGWFChI4OvsnaWuWQCFYVDi1um1HyfoAA_K1Rc53Kdj-pJPLYPwDf7gibgwg_k8StKVcP6kmArVBrULFJeULmhDhRY1IhxLyuWihVXZRhSwB-WuMj5aziBY1v9AgoPqnRZIeLjefnF28mddQjuS13TsZkdyBtrtNxDyUaw7k3C0u-a2O22PndpTFbo-C6H8A3oi3pvtVhyjeC0T_cXFWGBLmAsETY0iXbMpMg-OLyZ9jbVl7OCUCSxg_5pq-XLGmWgcUjCO3iVxlAPgotwTWuPrTMuf3fb7q-R-gB3awZtzMXr8KRFn11O9GPvYbEuHnIYGBjP9kw&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB9vLdGfhoIi3BD6dGWFChI4OvsnaWuWQCFYVDi1um1HyfoAA_K1Rc53Kdj-pJPLYPwDf7gibgwg_k8StKVcP6kmArVBrULFJeULmhDhRY1IhxLyuWihVXZRhSwB-WuMj5aziBY1v9AgoPqnRZIeLjefnF28mddQjuS13TsZkdyBtrtNxDyUaw7k3C0u-a2O22PndpTFbo-C6H8A3oi3pvtVhyjeC0T_cXFWGBLmAsETY0iXbMpMg-OLyZ9jbVl7OCUCSxg_5pq-XLGmWgcUjCO3iVxlAPgotwTWuPrTMuf3fb7q-R-gB3awZtzMXr8KRFn11O9GPvYbEuHnIYGBjP9kw&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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Department of Pharmaceutical Technology at JIS University organised an invited lecture on "Calibration 

URS, Qualification and Validation" by the Department of Pharmaceutical Technology 

on April 24, 2019 by eminent speaker Mr. Subhendu Sinha Choudhary, partner of Ms. Clean Tech 

solution and former works manager of Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Works [This can go to text] 

 

 

On 12th April 2019 JIS University witnessed a remarkable session on "Exploring Antarctica 

Science". Professor Dr Sudipta Sengupta, the Bhatnagar Award Winner, a celebrated 

Geologist and the first Indian lady explorer of Antarctica shared her interesting and 

adventurous experience of multiple visits for her research work to the unexplored Antarctica. 

The session unfolded the amazing world of the poles with visual explanations of the 

topography and different faunas present there. Mesmerised by her wonderful deliberation, 

students and teachers had a wonderful knowledge sharing session with Prof. Sudipta 

Sengupta.  

 
A remarkable session on "Exploring Antarctica Science" by Professor Dr Sudipta Sengupta, the 

Bhatnagar Award Winner on April 12, 2019 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB9vLdGfhoIi3BD6dGWFChI4OvsnaWuWQCFYVDi1um1HyfoAA_K1Rc53Kdj-pJPLYPwDf7gibgwg_k8StKVcP6kmArVBrULFJeULmhDhRY1IhxLyuWihVXZRhSwB-WuMj5aziBY1v9AgoPqnRZIeLjefnF28mddQjuS13TsZkdyBtrtNxDyUaw7k3C0u-a2O22PndpTFbo-C6H8A3oi3pvtVhyjeC0T_cXFWGBLmAsETY0iXbMpMg-OLyZ9jbVl7OCUCSxg_5pq-XLGmWgcUjCO3iVxlAPgotwTWuPrTMuf3fb7q-R-gB3awZtzMXr8KRFn11O9GPvYbEuHnIYGBjP9kw&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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Celebrated Geologist and the first Indian lady explorer of Antarctica sharing her experience 

shared her interesting and adventurous experience of multiple visits for her research work to the 

unexplored Antarctica [This can go to text] 

 

 

The Department of Biotechnology, JIS University, organized a keynote lecture on Internship 

opportunities on Master M2 programme RNA/Enzymes Sciences (RNAES) at University of 

Lorraine, France. The key note lecture was delivered by Mr. Amitava Das (Chargé de 

cooperation universitaire et scientifique, Consulat Général de France à Calcutta) on 20th 

February, 2019 for MSc Microbiology & Biotechnology Students. Mr. Das has also shared 

diverse schemes for Masters Student scholarships and faculty collaboration schemes between 

JIS University and University of Lorraine, France.  

 

 
Department of Biotechnology, JIS University, organized a keynote lecture on Internship opportunities on 

Master M2 programme on February 20, 2019; The key note lecture was delivered by Mr. Amitava Das 

(Chargé de cooperation universitaire et scientifique, Consulat Général de France à Calcutta) [This can go 

to text] 

 

 

JIS University, Department of Management Studies witnessed a memorable lecture in one of 

its Master Class Series by Prof. Parviz D. Alai form Richmond University, London, UK. A 

Professor in Economics with a keen interest in globalisation and its impact in the world 

across gave his deliberation on ' An everyday story of Globalisation'. The enticing session 

saw enthralled students throughout the lecture igniting the young minds with intriguing 

questions. The students of the Management department of JIS University, NIT and JIS 

Kalyani attended the session. 
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Deliberations by Prof. Parviz D. Alai, a Professor in Economics, of Richmond University, London, gave 

his deliberation on 'An everyday story of Globalisation' [This can go to text] 

 

 

20. Faculty Development Program 

JIS University organised a Faculty Development Program for their valued faculty members 

on Pedagogy and Effective Learning by Dr. Sudeshna Lahiri from the Department of 

Education, Calcutta University on 3rd January 2019. The engaging and interesting session 

thoroughly involved the faculty members and helped in a better understanding of pedagogy 

and teachers effectiveness in imparting knowledge. 

 

 
JIS University organised a Faculty Development Program for their valued faculty members on Pedagogy 

and Effective Learning by Dr. Sudeshna Lahiri from the Department of Education, Calcutta University 

on January 3, 2019 [This can go to text] 

 

 

A two-day Faculty Development Program conducted by JIS University on Teaching 

Methodology by eminent educationist Professor Bhaskar Bose at the JIS University 
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auditorium. The teachers wholeheartedly participated and benefitted immensely by the 

deliberations. 

 

 

A two-day Faculty Development Program conducted by JIS University on Teaching Methodology by 

eminent educationist Professor Bhaskar Bose at the JIS University auditorium 

 

 

 

21. Court Visit 

Alipore Sessions Court Visit by BBA-LLB and LLB students organised by the Department of 

Juridical Science. First Alipore Court Museum was shown where the written statement and 

judgements of Aurobindo Ghosh Sedition case, Binoy Badal Dinesh case, Khudiram Basu 

Case are preserved and exhibited. The defence argument of Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das 

was explained. The case proceedings in Special Court relating to murder alleged to have been 

committed by 2 persons including a juvenile was also shown. 

 
Alipore Sessions Court Visit by LLB students organised by the Department of Juridical Science 

 

 

22. Workshop on a new course: Remote Sensing & GIS 

JIS University organized a one-day workshop on Remote Sensing and GIS. The workshop 

was mainly concentrated on the curriculum and course structure to be followed in post 

graduate level considering the present day need. World wide applications in different areas 

were also highlighted. Dr. Soumya Bandyopadhyay, Scientist/Engineer-SG & Head 

(Applications) Regional Remote Sensing Centre-East of Indian Space Research Organisation 

(ISRO) and Dr. Parthasarathi Chakraborti, Chief Scientist (Retd.) DST, Govt. of West Bengal 

https://www.facebook.com/JISUniversityKolkata/photos/pcb.1060220430809702/1060212257477186/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARButI5qumODnjMm7x0AqY8KG6LC1ZKigtE0hKqw1jj0fHeh8krEKVCfDHt_z6ysIBYRG-qN1VUWYf6F&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDjMOLXmq923dGz9yq7bAlqv0qgyloKspoMxQ-rO3AZu06mqhA6UuYdvFS4XaUOCy_e-gptdk6iSDftgAcXmTcK6SoGwX6gqWIepW20S1YjgVHDChtQOrfve7Mv7HRqtrnHvRSJVuZzwzvz5hijdrHtlqVXoCokt6Y1Wu8I9gUjRcWJD1XB56uDQCTxnAfa7UYfU5Z0DWSDc_o-KQcXX0KKzSkoddO0fh9KYVApK1kinS-i0a4HDhBAS5ug1zGmO_yvQ3hHv7RHuHVmmq7XwShXbHmoLBcGcpMc9qIu_uqd4r7DCOR2jpmbDJBD44H-ZcN1KuyvfQoG7DPB3CR5Y2sdMQ
https://www.facebook.com/JISUniversityKolkata/photos/pcb.1060220430809702/1060212257477186/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARButI5qumODnjMm7x0AqY8KG6LC1ZKigtE0hKqw1jj0fHeh8krEKVCfDHt_z6ysIBYRG-qN1VUWYf6F&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDjMOLXmq923dGz9yq7bAlqv0qgyloKspoMxQ-rO3AZu06mqhA6UuYdvFS4XaUOCy_e-gptdk6iSDftgAcXmTcK6SoGwX6gqWIepW20S1YjgVHDChtQOrfve7Mv7HRqtrnHvRSJVuZzwzvz5hijdrHtlqVXoCokt6Y1Wu8I9gUjRcWJD1XB56uDQCTxnAfa7UYfU5Z0DWSDc_o-KQcXX0KKzSkoddO0fh9KYVApK1kinS-i0a4HDhBAS5ug1zGmO_yvQ3hHv7RHuHVmmq7XwShXbHmoLBcGcpMc9qIu_uqd4r7DCOR2jpmbDJBD44H-ZcN1KuyvfQoG7DPB3CR5Y2sdMQ
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were the two main speakers in the workshop. It was a great learning opportunity for the 

students and teachers across departments. Honourable Vice Chancellor, Pro-VC, Dean, 

Directors adorned the program and welcomed the guests.  

 

 
One-day workshop on Remote Sensing and GIS; Dr. Soumya Bandyopadhyay, 

Scientist/Engineer-SG & Head (Applications) Regional Remote Sensing Centre-East of Indian 

Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and Dr. Parthasarathi Chakraborti, Chief Scientist 

(Retd.) DST, Govt. of West Bengal were the two main speakers [This can go to text] 

 

 

A new Course of M. Sc. in Remote Sensing and GIS, approved by the BOS earlier and 

reported to GB meeting, was proposed  in the eighth (8th) meeting of the academic council 

held on June 10, 2019. Following the suggestion that came from the Seventh Academic 

Council meeting University arranged a Workshop on May 21, 2019 inviting the GSI, ISRO 

experts so that the course can be started from the session 2019.  The Remote Sensing and GIS 

course structure, syllabus and other details were elaborately discussed and the members 

approved the course. 

 

23. A new Certificate course in Pharmacy 

JIS University on 19th September 2018 inaugurated the Certificate course 

on Pharmacovigilance in Pharmaceutical and Clinical Research in association with AMRI for 

the students seeking career with pioneer healthcare Industries in Eastern India. Eminent 

doctors from AMRI graced the occasion along with the admitted students Group Dignitaries. 

The Chief Guest was Dr. S. K. Todi, MD, MRCP, Director – Critical Care & Emergency 

Medicine, HOD – Department of Academic & Research, AMRI HOSPITALS, Kolkata, and 
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Dr. Arghya Majumdar, MD, DNB, MRCP, Higher Specialty Training in Nephrology (UK) 

Director & Head of Nephrology AMRI HOSPITALS, Kolkata , Sardar Simarpreet Singh, 

Director JIS Group, Sardar Amanjyot Singh, Director JIS Group, Honourable Vice 

Chancellor Prof. B. C. Mal, Prof. T. K. Chatterjee, Dean, Prof. Abhijit Sengupta ,Director & 

Principal GNIPST, Dr.T.K.Saha, Director and CoE JIS University adorned the program. 

Welcome address was given by Prof. T.K.Chatterjee, Dean, JIS University followed by 

felicitation of the guests and lightening of the Diya ceremony. Honourable Vice Chancellor 

Prof .Mal spoke on the different clinical research areas. Dr. Todi and Dr. Majumdar spoke 

about the encouraging endeavour followed by interesting note by Dr. Saha.  

Dr. Sengupta gave the vote of thanks. 

The Program was followed by a seminar on 'Current Trends in Clinical Research ' by Dr. 

Todi and Dr. Majumdar on 'Pharmacovigilance- an unmet need', and ' Drug induced kidney 

disease' respectively. 

 

 
Inauguration of the Certificate course on Pharmacovigilance in association with AMRI on 

September 19, 2018 for the students seeking career with pioneer healthcare Industries 

 

24. Students achievement 

On 20th April, 2019, a Debate competition on the topic "Criminality is an unavoidable 

ingredient in political governance" was organized by the Public Relation Society of India at 

the I Lead Institution, Kolkata. Three teams participated from JIS University to represent the 

Department of Juridical Sciences and other departments. Our BBA-LLB students, Pratik 

Dutta and Gargi Mukherjee participated in the competition and won the Runner's up prize.  
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A debate competition on "Criminality is an unavoidable ingredient in political governance" was 

organized by Public Relation Society of India where our BBA-LLB students, Pratik Dutta and 

Gargi Mukherjee participated in the competition and won the Runner's up prize [This can go to 

text] 

 
We are overwhelmed with joy to announce that our students Sumana Mukherjee and Sutapa 

Das have made us proud by winning at the All India Inter-University Grappling (M&W) 

Championship 2018-19. 

They were trained at 360 Degree Sports, Kolkata in affiliation with Bengal Grappling 

Association and Grappling Federation of India under the guidance of ParthaSarathi Sarkar 

and Rahul Dey. 

 
Winning of the All India Inter-University Grappling (M&W) Championship 2018-19 by 

Sumana Mukherjee and Sutapa Das  

two of our students, have made us proud by winning at the All India Inter-University Grappling 

(M&W) Championship 2018-19; they were trained at 360 Degree Sports, Kolkata in affiliation 

with Bengal Grappling Association and Grappling Federation of India under the guidance of 

ParthaSarathi Sarkar and Rahul Dey [This can go to text] 

 

 

25. AHAWAN 2018  

The 3-week induction program of the new batch, 2018, of JIS University started with the 

promise of sincere knowledge sharing and value creation through honest learning processes. 

The program spread over two halves and our dignitaries inspired the students with their 

wonderful welcome address and insights on deeper learning both as a student and as a human 

being. 
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3-week induction program AHAWAN 2018 

 

Outlines of the AHAWAN 2018 program for a few days are given below: 

AHAWAN 2018 Day 2- Health is Wealth! 

A Medical awareness program was organised for our new batch. Dr Samiran Ghosh and Dr. 

Manoj from Guru Nanak Dental College (JIS Group) spoke to our students about oral and 

dental hygiene and care. Mr D. Dhar from LUCY (Let Us Care for You) spoke on 

thalassemia to our new students. Students wholeheartedly participated in the health camp 

organised for them at the University campus.  

 

Medical awareness program 
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AHAWAN DAY 3 

Encouraging Deliberations by academia is always inspiring. A knowledge sharing session on 

Janaushadhi was organised along with a wonderful presentation of different medicines to our 

students. 

The entire departmental introduction along with the inspiring motivational thoughts of the 

Head of the Departments and the Professors enticed new students with beautiful knowledge 

sharing sessions. Along with the academia, the administrative staffs were also introduced to 

our students. 

 

Motivational lectures for the faculty members 

Inspiring motivational thoughts of the Head of the Departments and the Professors 

 

AHAHAN Day 4  

Art has the role in education of helping children become of themselves instead of more like 

everyone else. Creativity is the art of sharing our soul with the world. A competition of 

creative writing and painting on a theme was organised for our new students followed by 3 

minutes to fame .With interesting themes in three languages to abstract theme is paintings, 

students from all departments whole heartedly participated in their creative pursuits. 

 

Competition of creative writing and painting for our newly admitted students 

AHAWAN 2018 Day 5th Day 

Knowledge is Power! 
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With the belief of knowledge empowering wisdom, the 5th day of Induction witnessed a 

wonderful deliberation by industry stalwarts on talent management followed by an interesting 

quiz session. Anti-ragging awareness camp was also organised by the Anti-ragging 

Committee and squads to create awareness about the anti-ragging campaign of our university 

and to help us to make a Ragging Free campus. 

 

Deliberation by industry stalwarts on talent management followed by an interesting quiz session 

 
AHAWAN 2018 Day 6th Day 

Leadership and Self Awareness 

Leadership skills were discussed by eminent personalities from across profession. Mr. 

Indranil Bhattaryya, General Manager HIDCO, Deputy Secretary to Govt. of West Bengal, 

Mr. K. D. Diwan, Ex-CEO Hindustan Copper, Mr. Ram Bandyppadhyay, EX Member 

Central Administration Tribunal shared their valuable life experiences with our newly 

inducted students .An awareness session on human rights and social media security was 

organised for our students by eminent human right activist Mr. Tirthankar Mukherjee and 

cyber security expert Mr. Bhavesh Seth. 

 

Leadership skills discussed by eminent personalities Mr. Ram Bandyppadhyay, EX Former 

Member Central Administration Tribunal 
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AHAWAN 2018, 7th Day 

On 9th August we from JIS University paid our heartfelt tribute to Sardar Jodh Singhji, our 

Babuji. Spiritual leaders from different faith and belief came together for spreading the power 

of love, compassion, honesty and humanity among our students. In a true spirit of self 

awakening the deliberations of the Gurus were deep and enriching. The program started with 

the prayers offered by the students of Khalsa model senior school. The program was followed 

by a musical presentation by the university music club and coir Hillol with song and dance 

performances by our teachers and students. 

 

Tribute to our dearest respected ‘Babuji’ through spiritual awakening 

 

AHAWAN2018, 8th Day  

Earth & Environment Awareness Day! 

8th Day on induction we from JIS University celebrated the Earth and Environment 

Awareness Day. Dr. Sumit Mitra, Ex-Director General of Geological Survey of India and 

Parathasarathi Roy, Assistant Professor, IISER gave their deliberation on environment .The 

program was followed by tree plantation by students and teachers . 

 

Celebration of JIS University celebrated the ‘Earth and Environment Awareness Day’ 

; Dr. Sumit Mitra, Ex-Director General of Geological Survey of India and Parathasarathi Roy, 

Assisstant Professor, IISER gave their deliberation on environment [This can go to text] 
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AHAWAN2018, 9th Day  

Entrepreneurship Awareness Day! 

9th Day of induction witnessed experts of entrepreneurship and innovation enlightening our 

students. JIS University along with IIM Innovation Park joined hands in this noble endeavour 

with Mr. Gourav Kapoor, asocial entrepreneur of global repute and in charge of the social 

entrepreneur cell at the IIM Innovation Park enthralled the students with his motivating 

deliberation. As a live case study, two social entrepreneur groups groomed by the IIM 

Innovation Park shared their life experience with our students.  

This was followed by a session by Prof. Siddhartha Das from IIT Kharagpur on Innovation 

and how we can be more creative in our thought processes through the wonderful world of 

science and technology. The day was filled with great learning and captivating experience. 

 

Innovative lecture by Prof. Siddhartha Das, from IIT Kharagpur  

and how we can be more creative in our thought processes through the wonderful world of science and 

technology [This can go to text] 

 

 

AHAWAN Day 10   

Nationalism and Awakening 

Youth are the future of our country. In order to build a strong Nation, they need to rise above 

their fear to take our Mother India in the next progressive century. 

We were happy to have Mrs. Joie Bose (Mrs India) who gave Motivational Speech about 

how to improve confidence and break the barriers in the mind.  

Senior students perform songs, dance, drama followed by motivational deliberation of Col R 

Bhaduri, OC Khardah Police station. He shared his experiences during the wars and while he 

was in the borders serving the nation. 

JIS University announced and awarded the bravery award "Sardar Jodh Singh Gallantry 

Award" to the young bright citizens of India, who without hesitation has helped people who 

were in danger and made a difference in someone's life. 

This year Mr. Abhijit Paul received the award for his act of immense strength and will power 

and courage. 

The new students were given prizes for the different competitions they participated. 
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Motivational Speech by Mrs. Joie Bose (Mrs India)  

Mrs. Joie Bose (Mrs India) who gave Motivational Speech about how to improve confidence and 

break the barriers in the mind 

 

9th meeting of the Governing Body 

 

The 9th meeting of the Governing Body of JIS University was held on May 3, 2019 at 17:00 

hours at Park hotel, Kolkata. Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray, the Former Director, IIEST Shibpur and 

the Former Professor of IIT Kharagpur presided over the meeting. 

 

 

Annual Education Conference 2019 

 

The Annual Education Conference 2019 was held on 03/05/2019 from 10am onwards at The 

Hyatt Regency, Kolkata. Members attended the program: 

 

Faculty Members (JIS University) 

1. Dr. Bikramjit Pal (Asst. Professor, CSE) 

2. Dr. Pintu Kumar De (Assoc. Prof., Pharmacy)  

 

Students (JIS University) 

3. Abhishek Singh (BTech 2nd year)  

4. Sameer Purkayastha (BTech 2nd year)  

5. Mrinmoy Kumar Ghosh (B. Pharm, 3rd Year) 
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Grievances portal 

In order to ensure awareness about the establishment of grievance redressal mechanism and 

the students ‘grievances portal, the JIS University, on May 9, 2019, has urged to put up 

notices in this regard. To address the student grievances and send them reminder as well as 

connecting with them, the UGC has launched a new portal. This portal would keep a track on 

the action status that would be taken to any of the concerns registered by the students. If a 

student faces any problem regarding admissions, reservation schemes, discrimination on the 

grounds of caste or class or even non-declaration of results, the students could complain 

about the same in the portal-www.ugc.ac.in. 

 

 

Road map to Excellence 

 

The JIS University enters a decisive moment in its history to grow in new directions with 

greater vitality. The years ahead will witness several positive steps in both teaching and 

research that will develop the strength and stature of the University significantly. Expanding 

the overall size of the quality faculty will help to enhance the graduate and postgraduate 

quality teaching significantly. This will look like a new University with a new ways of 

teaching. Implementation of the choice based credit system (CBCS) and non-CGPA credit 

courses following UGC guideline along with the AICTE, PCI and other regulatory bodies 

will define the University for the coming decade. The Roadmap to Excellence Plan rests on 

four pillars fundamental to our University’s success and aspirations. Through this plan, the 

University seeks to heighten the stature of its departments and programs with regard to PG 

education and research, in particular. The Roadmap to Excellence is planned on the following 

four pillars:  
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1. Re-imagining and strengthening the postgraduate curriculum and educational 

experience   

2. Targeting research opportunities that connect disciplines and build on traditional and 

emerging strengths  

3. Taking advantage of the large volume of faculty hiring to remap the intellectual 

terrain of the University  

4. Addressing long-standing needs for facilities and Administrative Supports 

Context of Planning: JIS University commences this latest round of planning from a position 

of strength and recent progress. We elaborately discussed about where to make focused 

investments for the near future (2 years) and far future (5 years). To this end, the University 

has developed a series of action plans that could be implemented immediately, that were 

scalable, and that would position the University well and with momentum for the future. 

With the support of all the HODs and faculties, Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya completed the Road 

map of the University. 

 

Video shooting of Zee 24 Ghanta at the campus 

 

Mr. Tapajyoti Saha and others from Zee 24 Ghanta coordinated the program of Video 

shooting of Zee 24 Ghanta at the campus on June 26, 2019. The team discussed various 

points with the Vice Chancellor, Pro-Vice Chancellor and Assistant Registrar of the 

University. He further arranged for preparing good quality Video which may be used in 

future from the college end. 

 

Awarded as “Outstanding University” 

 

We are proud to receive the "Outstanding University in Eastern India" Education Excellence 

Awards 2019 from Zee 24 Ghanta. Dr. A.B. Bhattacharya,Pro VC of JIS University received 

the award on behalf of the University from the honourable minister PurnenduBasu,Dept of 

Technical Education,Training and Skill Development, Govt. of West Bengal and renowned 

Bengali Singer Raghav Chatterjee on 29th June at Hyatt Regency,Kolkata. Thanks to Zee 24 

Ghanta for this award. 

 
Education Excellence Awards, 2019 from Zee 24 Ghanta 

 ;Dr. A.B. Bhattacharya, Pro VC, of JIS University received the award on behalf of the 

University from the honourable minister Mr. Purnendu Basu [This can go to text] 
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Other Activities 

 

Glimpses of Rabindra Jayanti celebration at JIS University campus by students and faculty 

members on 9th May: 

 

 
Rabindra Jayanti celebration at the JIS University campus by students and faculty members 

on May 9, 2019 

 

International women's Day 2019 had its Campaign Theme Balance for Better. On 8th March, 

2019 keeping in-sync with the theme, JISUniversity felicitated 4 women achievers who 

overcame all struggles and has made a niche for themselves in a primarily male dominated 

profession. 

Empowering and recognizing women power, we were happy to have Mrs. Indrani Roy, 

Jt.MD, Mitra Ghosh publication, Protima Poddar, a Bus Driver, Purnima Biswas, a Train 

hawker running an orphanage of 25 children, Ms. China Pal, Lady Idol Maker from 

Kumortuli. We were glad to have Dabur India Ltd. as our corporate partner for the event, 

The program was coordinated by Pro Vice Chancellor Prof. A. B. Bhattacharya along with 

Dr. S. S. Das and Dr. M. Poddar and presided by Mrs. Kalyani Mitra, Chairman of the 

Women's Cell, JISU. Encouraging stories of the guests inspired our students and faculties at 

large. The women employees were encouraged by small felicitations. 

 
Celebration of the International women's Day 2019 celebrated by JIS University  

 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/balanceforbetter?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB7Y5QjxhuE6t6AQ_KP9DE-KNZWXgI_QcGTEcWWH9MtwJ6Vxh5a8UfvtV_x4hpW33v2LK04D0cK1yMH5qLw3rGi_2qFuYYEBPaCjjvOmA5dtBmxoZ0T4ScaU7GLj4c0JHt3Slmky5tO7hqpkYvxJTrwVNdWg6anDwEATO1FqvODEj60Qc34P1rX-hwcQMRZCI9piptqjjWclTSZ88addSBCIklNl_ddf7LwPPE_0xY-VBVky58BC8-Vi_sO-MGlraRAdoII5Kr0lYVViqOEWThWUvdNPQn7spcbI1hSMfinSnXb0I8HlIulroxa1oryKhb57sxD0cwu0a6DvShyUhSltg&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB7Y5QjxhuE6t6AQ_KP9DE-KNZWXgI_QcGTEcWWH9MtwJ6Vxh5a8UfvtV_x4hpW33v2LK04D0cK1yMH5qLw3rGi_2qFuYYEBPaCjjvOmA5dtBmxoZ0T4ScaU7GLj4c0JHt3Slmky5tO7hqpkYvxJTrwVNdWg6anDwEATO1FqvODEj60Qc34P1rX-hwcQMRZCI9piptqjjWclTSZ88addSBCIklNl_ddf7LwPPE_0xY-VBVky58BC8-Vi_sO-MGlraRAdoII5Kr0lYVViqOEWThWUvdNPQn7spcbI1hSMfinSnXb0I8HlIulroxa1oryKhb57sxD0cwu0a6DvShyUhSltg&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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with its Campaign Theme ‘Balance for Better’; keeping in-sync with the theme, JIS University felicitated 

4 women achievers who overcame all struggles [This can go to text] 

 

 

Microbial Engineering Research Group, Department of Biotechnology, JIS University 

Kolkata participated in an ‘’International Conference on recent advances in information, 

communication management, Health and Applied Sciences’’ at Brainware University, 

Barasat in February 2019. Dr. Dipankar Ghosh was appreciated for his brainstorming oral 

presentation on Systems Biology and Synthetic Biology application towards Algae based 

Therapeutics. Dr Ghosh’s research paper has been published in International Journal of 

Innovative Knowledge Concepts in February 27, 2019. His PhD scholars and M.Sc students 

have also presented two scientific posters in this occasion as well.  

 
Dr. Dipankar Ghosh  appreciated for his oral presentation on Systems Biology and Synthetic 

Biology application  

Microbial Engineering Research Group, Department of Biotechnology, JIS University; Dr. Dipankar 

Ghosh was appreciated for his brainstorming oral presentation on Systems Biology and Synthetic Biology 

application  

 

Patriotism at its peak 

March 1, 2019 will go down as one of the most memorable days in India’s history as the 

nation welcomed its brave heart – IAF pilot Abhinandan Varthaman. The Wing Commander 

was released by Pakistan after being held captive for two days. The 38-year-old, who landed 

in Pakistan’s territory after shooting down one of their F-16 jets from his MiG-21 on 

Wednesday, was handed to Indian officials on Friday evening with the entire nation praying 

for his safe return.  

 

We at JIS University rejoiced and gathered together to salute the brave heart and celebrate the 

grand occasion with encouraging and motivating words from our Director ( Affairs) Dr. T. K. 

Saha, Pro VC Prof. A.B. Bhattacharya and Dean Prof.T.K.Chatterjee . Salute to the brave 

heart from team JISU. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/balanceforbetter?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB7Y5QjxhuE6t6AQ_KP9DE-KNZWXgI_QcGTEcWWH9MtwJ6Vxh5a8UfvtV_x4hpW33v2LK04D0cK1yMH5qLw3rGi_2qFuYYEBPaCjjvOmA5dtBmxoZ0T4ScaU7GLj4c0JHt3Slmky5tO7hqpkYvxJTrwVNdWg6anDwEATO1FqvODEj60Qc34P1rX-hwcQMRZCI9piptqjjWclTSZ88addSBCIklNl_ddf7LwPPE_0xY-VBVky58BC8-Vi_sO-MGlraRAdoII5Kr0lYVViqOEWThWUvdNPQn7spcbI1hSMfinSnXb0I8HlIulroxa1oryKhb57sxD0cwu0a6DvShyUhSltg&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jisuniversity?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB7Y5QjxhuE6t6AQ_KP9DE-KNZWXgI_QcGTEcWWH9MtwJ6Vxh5a8UfvtV_x4hpW33v2LK04D0cK1yMH5qLw3rGi_2qFuYYEBPaCjjvOmA5dtBmxoZ0T4ScaU7GLj4c0JHt3Slmky5tO7hqpkYvxJTrwVNdWg6anDwEATO1FqvODEj60Qc34P1rX-hwcQMRZCI9piptqjjWclTSZ88addSBCIklNl_ddf7LwPPE_0xY-VBVky58BC8-Vi_sO-MGlraRAdoII5Kr0lYVViqOEWThWUvdNPQn7spcbI1hSMfinSnXb0I8HlIulroxa1oryKhb57sxD0cwu0a6DvShyUhSltg&__tn__=%2ANK-R
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Welcome of IAF pilot Abhinandan Varthaman 

JIS University welcomed its brave heart – IAF pilot Abhinandan Varthaman, the Wing 

Commander 

 

'Lifetime Achievement Award' by Indian Water Resource Society 

A proud moment for JIS University!!! 

 

The Vice Chancellor, Prof. B. C. Mal has been was conferred with 'Lifetime Achievement 

Award' by the  Indian Water Resource Society, Roorkee, on 1st February 2019 for his 

immense National and International Contribution in the field of Water Resources 

Development and Management. 

 
 

Award Ceremony for Conferment of Lifetime Achievement Award to Prof. B. C. Mal 

Vice Chancellor, Prof. B.C. Mal has been conferred with 'Lifetime Achievement Award' by 

Indian Water Resource Society, Roorkee, on February 1, 2019 

 

 

Parikshape Charcha an event conducted by PM Sri Narendra Modi 

 

Parikshape Charcha is an event conducted by PM Sri Narendra Modi in Talkatora Stadium on 

29/01/2019 from 11am onwards. Our Honourable Prime Minister interacted with several 

students from across the country and shared his personal experiences with the young 

audience. JIS University made arrangements to watch this event live from the venue. 

Students from various disciplines attended the live event. 
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Watching of Parikshape Charcha by the Students of JIS University 

Parikshape Charcha an event conducted by PM Sri Narendra Modi in Talkatora Stadium on 

January 29, 2019; JIS University made arrangements to watch this event live 

 

 

Republic Day Celebration at JIS University 

Photographs of the celebration are given below: 

 

 
Photographs of Republic Day Celebration 

 

 

In fond remembrance of our beloved Babuji! 

We at JIS University organized a small salutation to the great soul Sardar Jodh Singhji at the 

JIS University auditorium on his death anniversary. Two minutes silence was observed by 

one and all. Honourable Vice Chancellor, Director Affairs and Sri T. S. Madanji shared their 

memories of the departed soul with the faculties and students. 

 The memorial service was followed by offering flowers to the great soul. 
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Salutation to the great soul Sardar Jodh Singhji 

 

 

National Youth Day 

National Youth Day was celebrated at JIS University with lot of zeal and enthusiasm. The 

program was adorned by the Chief Guest Swami Vedanurangananda, COE, Ramkrishna 

Mission Vivekananda Centenary College and Guest of Honour Professor Ashok Prasun 

Chattopadhya from Kalyani University. The inaugural song was performed by the music club 

of JIS University followed by the address of Honourable Vice Chancellor who spoke about 

the relevance of National Youth Day. He welcomed the guests and presented his welcome 

speech followed by garlanding and ceremonial offerings of flowers . The guests spoke about 

the Teachings of Swami Vivekananda and his thoughts on igniting the minds of youth in the 

current scenario. The program ended with songs dedicated to Swamiji by Dr. Dipankar 

Ghosh and our student Ms. Madhusmiti Adhikary from the Department of Earth Sciences. 

 

 
 

National Youth Day celebration at JIS University 
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'Best Education Leaders and Institutions (University)' of West Bengal 

JIS University have been was awarded 'Best Education Leaders and Institutions (University)' 

of West Bengal at the Best Brand Award by the Dewang Mehta Foundation held on October 

30, 2018 at Kolkata. Group Directors, Mr. Simarpreet Singh and Mr. Amanjot Singh received 

the award. The Vice Chancellor Prof. B. C. Mal received the national Education Award. 

They were accompanied by Honourable Vice Chancellor Prof. B. C. Mal and Dean Prof. T. 

K. Chatterjee. 

 

 
 

 

JIS University have been awarded 'Best Education Leaders and Institutions (University)' of West Bengal 

at the Best Brand Award held on October 30, 2018 at Kolkata 

 

A feather in our cap!!! 

 

JIS University has been awarded again as the upcoming University /Higher Education 

Institute, from Eastern India for recruiting recruitment of its international students at Geneva, 

Switzerland by the Global India Education Forum. On behalf of JIS University, Mr. 

Simarpreet Singh and Mr. Amanjot Singh, Directors of JIS Group received the award. 

 

 
 

Receiving of International Award as upcoming University in eastern India 
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JIS University has been awarded as the upcoming University from Eastern India for recruiting 

international students at Geneva, Switzerland 

 

 

Another feather added in our cap. JIS University has been awarded as the fastest emerging 

University of India in ‘Byatikrom’ Award Ceremony of Assam. 

 

 

Receiving of the fastest emerging University of India by Byatikrom’ Award Ceremony of Assam 

 

JIS University has been awarded as the fastest emerging University of India; in ‘Byatikrom’ 

Award Ceremony of Assam 
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https://www.facebook.com/JISGroupEducationalInitiatives/photos/pcb.2616227401736142/2616226428402906/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARBNK8N1QVI2VWffiyaKuR2yz581a8ufYuMSJz_Ei2jAeRnv4dhIftj186TfbuTmT5CMJeEtmBP98gve&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBy477ZBApAG9SRCT5ISOa6IdEeME708tSTGzub2ztHlv5Olx595_VUCwZ7Z5Trp8yNOQzDlChrB1dj5g3rRyO_CFPTax5sXUAvIQA3zuyeaf2xL4JE9UzBR7sGuIaIhUJgz-WBO-vIU1U2DN_N_1Cz4OpmfOLyNCw3YGeW-aE8W3ZNJaqt99R1ivICMVptBcmeFGHb595Ov4r7xx03vA6mZcL-eA30L0A8n9mcWgkDDzCNRnEok5JLljttbB5PPmFPD1Fb37vTDJaHg1F_sIOcVhnbDlpUw6D-RNzmGLO-UD0mrd_qLQFaHOJYR9-KQbSiUj6uGaqOzIIKCpUaC3qOLmHbIeeIGKxA7gJF8X-79m7nkcW3sA9sD83DvLFCqafOSj9P1mbQSId99epdI6_P51SIbb2dRsgrdkgJBHrX1fXuAMS5PhOfGRZni8_2dQRUHaApFNELVSskZuDa9dc-_ILtExotu_nimhMJKsWisG1tXXWTAuu3
https://www.facebook.com/JISGroupEducationalInitiatives/photos/pcb.2616227401736142/2616226428402906/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARBNK8N1QVI2VWffiyaKuR2yz581a8ufYuMSJz_Ei2jAeRnv4dhIftj186TfbuTmT5CMJeEtmBP98gve&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBy477ZBApAG9SRCT5ISOa6IdEeME708tSTGzub2ztHlv5Olx595_VUCwZ7Z5Trp8yNOQzDlChrB1dj5g3rRyO_CFPTax5sXUAvIQA3zuyeaf2xL4JE9UzBR7sGuIaIhUJgz-WBO-vIU1U2DN_N_1Cz4OpmfOLyNCw3YGeW-aE8W3ZNJaqt99R1ivICMVptBcmeFGHb595Ov4r7xx03vA6mZcL-eA30L0A8n9mcWgkDDzCNRnEok5JLljttbB5PPmFPD1Fb37vTDJaHg1F_sIOcVhnbDlpUw6D-RNzmGLO-UD0mrd_qLQFaHOJYR9-KQbSiUj6uGaqOzIIKCpUaC3qOLmHbIeeIGKxA7gJF8X-79m7nkcW3sA9sD83DvLFCqafOSj9P1mbQSId99epdI6_P51SIbb2dRsgrdkgJBHrX1fXuAMS5PhOfGRZni8_2dQRUHaApFNELVSskZuDa9dc-_ILtExotu_nimhMJKsWisG1tXXWTAuu3

